Shor tage of prof esso rs affec ts the Jive colle ges
By Katherine O ' ' onnell
.
All five colle 5.;:s at UNH are short of
faculty this year which has caused
serious problems i_n academic ·
programs, interim Vice President for
Academic Affairs Raymond
Erickson said.
The shortages, he said, stem from
budget constraints such . as financial
restrictions placed on the University in
the . past IO months by this state
Jegislature. ·
·
.
· These resfrictions have hit the
colleges of Liberal Arts, Life Sciences
and Agriculture, and Health Studies
the hardest.
Stuart Palmer, dean of Liberal Arts,
said the French department has been

These restrictions 11:ave hit the colleges of
Libera l Arts, Life Sciences and Agriculture,
and Health Studies the hardest. ·

offered for over four semesters, a real
problem for our majors."
Warren .Held, chairperson of the
newly formed Classics and Spanish
departments said, "It is a differe-nt ball ·
game from what it used to be. We can't
have small classes period, and we can't ·
look at new courses."
Anoth~r cause of the faculty
shortage 1s the low number of qualified .
people looking for teaching jobs in the
co~leges · of Engineering and Physical
Sciences and the Whittemore School
of Business and Economics (WSBE).
. In response to a statewide budget .
cut Jast January, the TI .,.,:versity froze

. particualry hard hit. He would not say , department to enter the job market too
how many positions are open in his
late to find a replacement for -the
department this year.
occupationa l therapy department,
The new dean of the School of Life
Mott said. Mott added that a vital
Science and Agriculture, Stephen
· position in the Pnysical Education
Kleinschuste r, was unavailable for . deparJment has yet to be approved.
comment.
Richard Downs, chairperson of
Basil Mott, dean of the School· of · Anthropolog y, said two courses were
Health Studies,. said his department
cancelled this year.
has three vacant faculty positons.
He said Archaeology has· faired
· Last year the freeze caused the , worse. "One course has _ not been SHORT AGE, page 2'0
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By Steve McGilvary
President Ronald _Reagan
signed a bill last- Tuesday
granting UNH $15 million
towards a pr-oposed· marin~
science and engineerin g
research facility.
- .According to his · ·press
secretary, - Bu-d S tev·e nsom,
Senator Warren Rudman (RN .H.) used the now approved
Challenge Grant Amendment
of 1983 as a "vehicle" for his
own attaching amendment
which called for the UNH
grant.
Acting President of UNH
Gordon Haaland ~ said the $15
million will go into constructing the facility's . overall
structure and its general

By 1~000-

Stud ent
num bers
may
decl ine

Re~ding by Night Li~hts- students take the opportunity to stµdy outdoors while waiting for the
Kan-Van. (Rob. Bossi photo)
·
·
·

Tro ut puts blam e · on Sovi ets
By Greg Flemming
The shooting of a Korean
·airliner earlier this month was a
clear message· to Western·
governmen ts that if they
penet-rate Soviet airspace,
they'll get shot down.
And, according to Associate
Professor Thomas Trout, the
Soviet Union won't suffer
because of their action.
There's no question that the
authority to down the plane
came from Moscow, Trout told
a_group of 50 people Tuesday
evening.
.
It "didn't matter" to Soviet
decision-mak ers whether the
plane in their airspace was a
commercial airliner with 269
passengers or a spy plane, as
some Soviet reports have
claimed, he said.
"It's evident that there was
not any other intent but to
shoot that plane.down, " Trout

said. '"They shot it down to
teach the West a lesson."
Trout also said in his talk

THOl\'IAS THot·T

sponsored by UN H's chapter of
Dobro Slovo, the national
slavic honor society, that
there's n9 way the United
~tates can punish the Soviets.
Halt_ing arms negotiations or
grain sales with the Soviets
would hurt the US as much as
them, Trout said; the only
other option is to "nurture
moral outrage",- but, he added~
"you can only be outraged for
so long."
·
"We must deal with them, so
·we're going to deai with them"
he said.
·
· Korean Airlines Flight 007
· was downed on September I
after the 747 airliner entered
Soviet airspace twice, first over
a militarily sensitive area, then
over·a politically.sensitive area.
During the two and a half
hours that the US says the
SOVIETS, page 10

By Kris Snow

If'

articles of e<:j'uipment - like
"be n c hes.'' a n d " ta bl es . "
Interim Vice President for
Financial Affairs and
Administrat ion, Lennard Fisk,
who called this federal grant
the largest that the University
has ever received, expects
-private donations to supplement the facility with special ·
equi-pment.
Haaland said thefaciliiy will
be "vi.tally important" in
helping faculty and other
researchers in the "increasingly
_sophisticated " area of Space
science and marine research,
along with providing · those
students involved with a
"modern education."
With the approach of
inclement weather and the
unfinished architectural design
of the research· center,
· construction will · be delayed
until next Spring, according to
Haaland,
Director of the University's
Facilities Planning · Department, Skip DeVito, placed the
location's site in the area of the
GRANT, page 8
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.

The era of unlimited growth
at the residential campuses of
the University System of New
Hampshire . (USNH) is over,
according to a' report by the
:USNH Task Force on
Enrollment .Planning.
The report, submitted to the
University Board of Trustees
September 22, said that USNH
!nstitutions "will be severely
impacted by decreases in the
n-umbe_r or tradition~! collegeaged high school graduates."
Another factor in the
enrollment decline is the
accessibitity of private colleges .
to · students from middlei-ncome families. the report
said.
·
According to the task force's
projections, the UNH degree
candidate enrollment for 1987~~ could be below I0,000
students, a Imost 1,000 fewer
DECLINE, page 20

Ice Cream rap-up for the.
town of Durham. See Storr,
page 15.
Calendar .................. page 5
Classifie<t ................ page ·21
Comics ................... page 18
Editorial ................. page 12
Features ................. page 15
Notices ................... . page 6
Sports ............... pages 23,24 .
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NEWS IN BRIEF-

Fresh0 1an 15

· Jackson ·s peaks T4ursday

When inches become pounds

Rev. Jesse Jackson will speak at UN H about the role
students can play in our political process and ki.ck-off the
Democratic Student Organization's voter registration
program, Thursday Oct 6, 12:00 p.m. to I :00 p.m., Granite
State Room, MU B. Everyone is welcome and admission is
free.

By Karin Reynolds
The lure of fast food
restaurant~, and the sheer
abundance and availability of
food in and around Durham is
like the song of Lorelie maiden,
sweetly coaxing the unwary to
disaster and destruction.
. The first evidence of the
affliction may · be a subtle
snugness in the fit of your jeans.
Soon there is difficulty in
getting the zipper to close.
When finally the jeans can no
longer be squeezed on higher

Sanborn appointed advisor
Gregg Sanborn, Dean of Students at UN l-L has been
a pointed to represent the N. H. School Boards Association as
an advisor on the program, "'The Chemical People." Fred
Torelli, President of the NHSBA, announced Sanborn, a
member of i.he North Hampton School Board, to represent
1:he association o·n a · team of advisors for the program
concerned with combatting school_ age drug and alcohol
abuse.
·
The program airs Weds., Nov. 2 and 9 at 8:00 p.m. on
Public Television Channel 11.

than your knees, you know you .

have been hit- the freshr,nan
fifteen is upon you.
For those unaware of the
· term, the freshman fifteen is
that five or ten or fifteen or
more extra pounds that many
college freshmen put on during
their first s·e mester at college.
"I think that part of the

Conference in Boston
UNH undergraduates interested in careers in institutional
advancement are eligible · to apply for a schqlarship .to a
professional confernce in Boston, February 5-8, ,I 984 .
Stu_dent~ interested _sjio_uld conta~t Evelyn Sacks Sitkoff, .
University Commumca-tiorC'Schofield House, 862-1463, to
receive an appl_ication. The deadline for applications to be
completed and returned to Schofield house is October 11.
...

.,,.

Horse trials thi_s weekend
The University of New Hampshire Horse Trials will be held
on Friday, Sept. 30 through Sunday, Oct. 2. The Horse trials
is an open competition in dressage, cross country and stadium
events. Drnssage trials op~n Sept. 30 from 8:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.,m. at Green Acres Stables, Dover.
The Cross Country event will be held ·next to the UNH
riding fadlities and will be held 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Oct.
I; Stadium jumping will be held on Oct. 2 from IO a.m. to 2
p.m. at the field west of the UNH field house.

Bicycle auction
A · bicycle auction will be held at the Public Safety
Department, Janetos House, on Saturday, Oct. 8, 1983 at
9:30 a.m. Bicycles will be available for inspection at that
location from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.

Temporary parking ban .
The Department of Public Safety has announced a parking
ban for parking spaces in the '"Quad" on Sept. 30 through Oct.
2. Students should make plans for alternate parking
arrangements. If you have any questions call 862-1427.

problem is -that students are
coming from an-active summer,
or from high-school where they
had a regular and routine
exercise program. When they
reach college they find __.
themselves overwhelmed by the
amount of work they have to
do, and in most cases a regular
exercise program ceases to
exist," said Kathryn Curwen,
instructor of Ansc 400,
Animals, Foods, and Man.
According to Curwen, two of
the primary factors contributing to tht: unwamed weight
gain are a lack of exercise and a·
wide variety of foods,
sometimes in unlimited
quantities in the dining halls.
"For the first time many
students aJe in a situation
where they are exposed to
unlimited· quantities of foods;
and many choices. Without .

enough information on
nutrition, many students either
do not make . the right food
choices, or if they make the
right choices they do not make
them in the correct proportions," Curwen said.
. Curwen added that students
may also suffer from
depression at being separated
from · their families and this,
along with anxiety and stress,
can trigg_e r overeating.
"Another factor · that
contributes to unwanted
weight gain is the availability of
food in the dining halls," said
Laura Clauss, Nurse Practitioner at Hood House.
"Students know that unless
they have the money to go out
somewhere to eat, their only
food source in _the dining hall,
POUNDS, page 7

Wasting away the calQries
By ·Leslie Daley
"increase the effectiveness of
·due to a lower level of activity.
. Imagine how great it would . UNH researchers found that the muscl~ fibers". But the
be if you could eat as much as females near the normal weight number of fibers cannot be
you _wanted and your body level for their height, had up to increased since they are
would get rid of the extra · seven times the heat response determined by genes.
calories. UN H researchers than those overweight.
By participating _in different
conducted a study of 12 female
Since the reason for this may types of athletic events~ muscle
students in the summer of l 98 l be related to an individual's fibers can · be toned. These
to investigate this. They found aerobic capacity, regular · fibers make up40 percent of the
that the body has a way to exercise is impc,rtant for those body's · weight and all have
waste calories which "can be who want to remain thin.
. different metabolic and oxygen
stimu.lated by the ·right · "Even a slight change in requirements.
-exercise".
There are not "the same type
eating· habits can mean a lot of
According to Anthony extra fat for inactive people''. of muscle fibers in any one
Tagliaferro, of UN H's Human Tagliaferro . says."The body's body, "Tagliaferro says.
Nutrition Laboratory, ability to absorb and use
One participant, in the UNH
"scientists call the process oxy·g en", which in turn study, inc_reased aerobic
dietary-induced thermogene- generates heat, results from capacity by 15 percent. As a
sis".
result her body wasted IO
aerobic activity.
- After a meal the body
percent more calories in the
Robert Kertzer, . UNH
generates heat, using up exercise physiologist and _co- form of heat. "Dietary-induced
calories, not building fat.
author of the study, · says thermogenesis accounts for
"Some people actually "aerobic exercise is . any · about IO percent of most
. complain of feeling extremely exercise involving most of the people's caloric expenditure,"
uncomfortable following a body's muscles long enough so T agliaferro says.
To increase the :· body's
large-size meal", because of the body starts using oxygen to
this, Tagliaferro says.
thermic response, the
·
break down fat for energy".
Some people also produce
Aerobic capacity is also due researchers found that 30
more heat after a meal than in· part to heredity. Through · minutes of slow jogging or fastothers. Fat people have low training, UN H researchers
thermic reactions which may be have found that it is possible to
CALORIES, page -6

Peace vigil at UNH
The Peace Study and Witness Group has joined with area
chaplain s in planning -a peace vigil at UNH .. The vigil will be
held at the flagpole in fr.ont of Thompson Hall on Tuesday,
Oct. 4 at 12:00-12:30 p.m.

Latin American seminar
Economist Albert Fish low o·f th·e University of California
at Berkeley will speak Oct. 7 at 4 p.m. in th~ Forum Room of the Dimond Library.
·
.
He will analyze Latin America's current · econon:11c
depression · in t.he first of this year's ·six, New Hampshire
International Seminars.
·

Weather .
• The National Weather Ser~ice predicts sunny skies with
highs in the 70s today. Tonight will be clear and cool with
lows in the 40s. Tomorrow will be fair with temperat'ures in
the mid 70s.
.· .·
. . ·
·

·. 1

The UNH wildcat m~scots rested on.their way to the lJNH Holy Cross football game last Saturday.

(,Jim, Millard photo)
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By Darlene Qualters
.
.
This year 18'5 companies are
scheduled to visit UNH
through the Career Planning
and · Placement office to
interview seniors looking for
jobs.
Of these, 16 7 represent
business and industry, 16 are
·from federal agencies a.nd two
represent state agencies.
However, "It's too early to
tell how many of the scheduled
companies •will actuaJly visit

UNH," said Edward Doherty,
director of Career Planning
·and Placement.
This year's ·scheduled visits
are five fewer than last year's · UNH
alumnus Ellen
190. The decrease may reflect and Placement Office: Francois works at the Career Planning
(Peggy O'Neil photo)
. .
the state of the economy,
Doherty said. Companies are .
interviewing less students for
· each position and are filling
them more quickly.
According to,the nationwi~c
Colleg~ Placement Council,
'"The number of job offers
extended to the Class of '83 was
to a student or faculty member.
down sharply." In July, they By Maria Reale
But not only has Thomas
noticed an apparent economic
The registrar office at the been an academic ~dministrarecovery which may result in . bottom floor of Thompson
. · tor for · 15 years, she has
mote job offers for graduates Hall is a scene of
·quiet currently undertaken another
this year..
· pandamonium. Full time staff job as interim assistant . to
lt is difficult to estimate the members and work
study;
success of UN H's Pl.acement students scramble over chairs acting President Gordon
'· Haaland.
office· because many students and piles of computer readouts
Thomas "worked well" with
don't · report their job search to answer phones and assist
the
Haaland
in his former position
results.
· never ending traffic of students as ,Vice-President
of Academic
Suzanne Fairchild gradu- with their problems. ·
-'
_Affa,irs and, in turn, . was
ated from UN Hila st May with a
The ·peacemaker .-of' these - ·app.o'inted his assistant.
degree in Political Science. She turbulent waters . is Stephanie
Holding two major positions
found a job through the Career M. Thomas, the head registrar
at UNH would seem like a
Planning and Placement office of UN H. On one wall of her
heavy load for,.any other person
with G. Fox & Company in office is a poster with
large but Thomas .
. Hartford before graduating.
b 1o ck letters read in g,
"I like being busy all the
"It's much harder to get a°n - "Learning ~ever · Ends". For
time," she said. "The assistant
interview once you're out of Stephanie Thomas, improving
to the President position entails
school," she said .
UNH learning never ends.
answering to correspondents
UNH's Placement program
A short, middle· aged woman coming in and out of the
is "well organized, responsive with a y~mthful grace
about President's office."
and flexib.le" according to her, Thomas creates energy
Thomas doesn't want to .keep
Allen Bryant, manager of with every move she makes. In
this position permanen_tly. "It's
Employment at General the course✓ofa 9 hour workday,
a staff position and I like
Electric in Somersworth.
she may be scheduling the next management better," she said.
The Career Planning and · semesters classes for faculty
Thomas laughs, a glint of
Placement office afso offers and students. She may be
amusement appearing in he(
career counseling .to students researching the success of the
bright brown eyes. "The
who are having trouble new ID/ dining card combinaregistrar is a messenger of bad
deciding their direction.
tion. She· may be setting up the news," she said. The most
"They made me aware of calender for the next academic
common_problem arising is the
many options," said Mark year. She may be issuing
·students who can't graduate on
Ferman, a 1983 graduate transcripts for transfer
time because they haven't
working for · the Nashua students. She may
be. fulfilled their general education
Corporation.
conducting a statistical analysis requirements~
·
- Help· in writing resumes and on what the 1983 graduates
of
Thomas says no people have
interviewing techniques are UNH are doing now. Or she
come directly to her and
also provided b·y the Career may _be finding the time to
talk complained about the registry.
Planning and Placement office.
"Things go smoothly, for the
most part. My work study staff
has more contact with students,
and t~~y know how to deal with'
them.
Among other things,
Thomas, a Simmons College
graduate, works closely with
the Academic Senate, using
· their guidelines to develop class
By Chris Heisenberg_
but it will take no action," said schedules.
"The worst time is during
- The 18 members of the UNH University Systems spokesman
Presidential Search Committee . Art Grant. "They will be January," she sa-id. "'We not
have been asked to recommend considering the qualifications only have_to wrap up the fall
their choice for the UNH of each of the rem~ining three semester but we have to work
presidency to the USNH Board , candidates,"
. out the ·s pring schedule also."
But when she does get a spare
of Trustees.
The Search Committee has

Thom as hand les
two UNH roles

By Andrea Parker
money to pay for the Granite
When students pick up their could be raised:
1982-83 , yearbooks starting
"There is a responsibility to
October 11, they will have to pay the bill, and either the
bring $5 with them. ·
whole student body would have
Books can be picked up in had to pay or we could do this.
the MUB, October 11-13. The Now, only students who pick
first day is reserved for last up the.book will have to pay the
year's juniors · followed by full cost. ·
sophomores and freshmen.
Walter Randall, senior
This year's freshmen cannot business administration major,
receive a book.
said,"I think they never should
The Student Activity Fee have .started the system of just
Council ( SAFC) decided giving them out to students."
Tuesday to allow the -Granite He said it makes sense that the
to charge $5 per book when book needs this source of
students- pick up a book. The income.
1983 Granite went over budget,
John Davis, the editor of The
according to Granite staff.
1983 Granite says the Taylor
This coupled with inaccurate Publishing Corporation chose
income projections by the 1982 it as one of the ten sample
Granite staff has · made it copies to be distributed as
necessary to charge .students
. GRANITE, page 17 ·
the $5 . .
Last May's graduates do not ·
have to pay the $5 and will have
the book sent to them. The cost
of this mailing has increased
because there were mo-re
seniors than originally
anticipated by the staff. .
Students pay a little over $3
per semester for th~ -~ook in
· their Student Act1v1ty Fee
(SAF). This does not cover the
entire cost of printing the book,
according tp Judith White, By Maureen O'Neil
· The Student Activity Fee
editor of the I984 Granite . She
says itcostscloseto$ 13 to print Council (SAFC) voted 9-6
Tuesday against a proposal to
one yearbook.
According to Jane Du- fund a . visit by Rev. Jesse
charme, business manager of Jacksonto UNH Oct 6,1983.
this year's book, !he Gra~it~ !s
Rev. Jackson would giv~ a
never actually paid for ui:ittl 1t is · lecture on "Voter Registrc;ttion"
printed .
.
to encourage students to vote.
The book has 128 pages of
· The Democratic Student
color and all senior portraits Organization , the group
are in ·color. It is 352 ,pages r~questing the funding, may
long. "It's probably the be_st still. seek alternative funding to
one that's ever ·been done" bring Jackson to campus.
according to· Student Body
Total finances requested
President, Jamie Rock ; ·
were $387.90. Of that suin,
_ Last year, the yearbook staff $237.90 was for publicity,
proposed a $3 fee for stu_d ents $80.00 for Police/ Fire ·
above the SAF. That had to be presence, ·and $70.00 for a
raised to $5 for the cost cheese and cider reception.
overruns and miscalculations
Speaker fees, transportation,
by the 1982-83 staff.
and hotel accomadation s
SAFC chairperson, Steve would all be funded by
Parker, says the 1983 book is OPERATION PUSH. Head of
going to be one of the best in the Chicago organization,
terms of "time and quality".
J·a ckson, has take:n a leave of
Rock says the charge for the_
book was the best way enough JACKSON, page 18

·o so_

d·e nied
fund ing

.
Comm ittee revie ws
.

statu s of searc h

The trustees will meet today · set no new deadline by which a

moment she enjoys a game of .

in a special non-public session decision can be expected. golf.
She thinks very highly of
to review the letters from the When the committee does
committee members, and to make its recommendatio n it UN H; especially the faculty.
hear an update on the search wiil present it to the Board of ·"They're a group of dedicated
from Committee Chairman .. Trustees for approval. The 25 individuals. They're . hereStuart Shaines.
.
member Board of Trustees will -because they want to be here,
''The board is meeting to then vote on the .new UNH
THOMAS, page 4
discuss the status the search, president.

of

Members of the Student Activity Fee Cmmcil met Tuesday.
(Rob Bossi photo)
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New dean appointed to LS&A

· ··

By Rosemary Gardner
The University Board of
Trustees has approved the
appointment of Stephen J.
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is-published and distributed semiKleinschuster to th~ position of_
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
Dean of UN H's College of Life
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
. Sciences, and Agriculture.
Office hours: Monday- Friday IO AM-2-PM.; Academic year subscription:
· Kleinschuster, who was
$18.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertise.rs should
check their ·ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
vote'd in · by the trustees last
responsible for typograp·hical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an
Thursday assumed his new
1 advtrtisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
position yesterday.
·
/,immediately. POSTMASTER': send address changes to The New
Kleinschuster comes fo
Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue .
printed by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Maine.
UNH · from Utah ' State ,
Unjversity where he was Head
· *' of the Animal, · Dairy and
Veterinary Sciences Department, as well as a professor of'
.
.
.
' Animal, J?airy and Vet,erinary
B,usinesM:S
•. clubs. orgaf.liP.at~ns·:i
.
.
Campus Ce>py 41 Main St. 868-2450
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NEW Bicycles:

-:eE1"ER{cloReiOER _. . '. (,0.1,AJt~~JC), .

NEW TRANSFERS:·
Did you sign up for .the
C_o inmuter Advisor Program?

27" wheel

FUJI: Monterey
f9--;-i1 ", 25"
Supreme 23"
DelRey 21"
S12S 19"
WINDSOR: AM3 19"
LOTUS: Ecfair 21 ", 25"
- NISHIKI: Cruiser
Mountain Bicycle
BMX Cycle Pro
Childs: 24" WHL 10 speed
TREK: Mountain Bike

WE'RE ,LOOKING
FOR YOU!
If you haven't already given l~S your new local.address
and phone -number, please stop by the
. Commuter /Transfer Center, MUB Room 136 as soon
·as possible, so that your Commuter Advisor can contact
· you.

- $230
$280
$300
$_395
$355
$349
$165
$495
$149
$165
$575

Sciences.
Legislature last year.
••There was no .combined
Kleinschuster's role as Dean
College of Life Sciences. and of the College of LifeSciences
Agriculture at Utah State," and Agricu_lture and Director
K leinsch uster said. ••This of the NH Agricultural
combination affords a more Exper·iment Station is ••mainly .
creative atmosphere" for . the , administrative."
College.
·
••1 am -absolutely delighted
Kleinschuster has taught at that he's joining us. I look
Utah State ·University, forward to his leadership," said .
Colorado · Stat_e University, · interim . UNH president,
Metropolitan State College "in Gordon Haala,nd.
Denver, and the Community
Kleinschuster said • both he
College of Denver. He is a p6st- and his wife are happy to be
d o ct or a 1 f e 11 ow at t he here and look forward to living
Univers(ty of Chicago, and in a different environment.
received a · cancer research
He r~pl~ces : Kurt Feltner
commendation from the Utah who left UNH in March and .is
now the Dean and Director of
the. Coll_ege of Agriculture at
Kansas State University in
Manhattan, Kansas.
. Thomas Fairchild has been
the interim Dean and will. SALE: Used Bi.cycles
return to his .position as head of
the Anim~l Sciences Departm·e nt at UNH. ·

$210
$249
$269
$325
$299
$275
$125
$449
$119
$149
$549

COLUMBIA 10 speed
. $50
·s395
TREK 620 22½"
WINDSOR 21" AMGC Racing $349
PUCH 19" 10 speed
$150 ··
RALEIGH 25" 10 speed
LADIES 10 speed
$50
ARAYA 1.0 speed 25"
$149

Several as is-USED Bikes $20-$50

. · Jenkins Court
.
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
868-5634 ·

- THOMAS ·
certainly not because of the
money," she said.
T~omas' future goal is to
help the faculty-student
advising process. She wants the
student to get a clear. picture
each semester of what their
progress is with the general
education and major require- .
ments.

Peter & Holly.u
The Next "Bogart & B~call??"
To find out, watch

b .

(

~nd C/hrou h . ·

-l.

l
l
l
l
l
l

1

-

..

'.Y Bob Hall and David Richmo nd

Spin.e Chilling! Pure Escape!

· ·. ,r~ft · •·

Fun .For The En.tire Family!
- The Count of Trannsylvania Stalks Portsmouth

v'1 Student-Soaf Opera
.

.

.

. ·

N-OW ~THROUGH OCT. 22

L.

Premiering Thurs. Oct. 6th _
at noon irt the MUB T.V .
.,lounge' & MUB cafeterja ·
STVN

· For Reservations and Information:

CALL
Tues.,-Sun. Noon-·9 p.m. ·

§

_431-6660

Visa .and MasterCard Welcome
125 Boe St., Portsmouth, N.H. 03801._ -
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Win ·d sui- fers hav e a sho rt run -CALENDAR

By Rob:,n Peters

do their windsurfin g through windsurfin g."
The UNH Windsurfin g Club UNH .
The position would pay $4
began its season on Monday,
.. I'm disappoint ed because per hour, and the hours could
. September 19 · and ended the we had good interest," he said . be negotiated according to the
next day.
Accordin g to O'Neil, 40 supervisor 's schedule.
Michael O'Neil, director of students signed up and took a
·•we need someone who
recreatio n, says lack of swim test and eleven had could go for at least two and
superviso rs was the only already paid for the program.
preferably three hours at a
reason .
O'Neil said club activities time,'~ . he said. ..But if that
.. We can't find supervisor s," could resume if the Recreation person could only work three
he said. "We did have someone _ Departme nt can find the out of the five days a week, we'd
lined up and they called at the proper supervisor .
just run the program on those
last minute to cancel."
.. We're looking for maturity days."
·
Although the Recreatio n and the ability to enforce rules
Morgan Rutman and Jockey
Departme nt is still searching to . ·a nd regulation s," he said.
Barth, two students that
_ fill this position, O'Neil had no .. Also, someone with a WS I or worked with the club last
choice but to inform interested heavy training in lifesaving, spring, had previous . comclub members that they would CPR and first aid. And of mittments ·this fall, but hope to
have to wait until this spring to course, a knowledg e of · be back _ with the club next
season.

FRIDAY, September 30 -

MEN'S GOLF: vs Bowdoin with Merrimack. Portsmouth Country
Club, l2 noon.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: vs. Providence, UConn, URI,
UMass. Field House, 3 p.m.
SATURDA Y, October 1

BASEBALL: vs. Southern Maine. Brackett Field, Field House, 12
noon.
FIELD HOCKEY: vs. Penn State·. Memorial Field, i2 noon
SUNDAY, October 2

FIELD HOCKEY: Penn State vs. Iowa. Memorial Field, 10 a.m.
MUSO -FILM: ••Masculine-Feminine." Strafford Room Memorial
Union," 7 ~ 9:30 p.m. Admission $1.
MONDAY , October 3
UNIYER:SI TY THE:Al RE PREVIEW: The Fantistiks a musical
by Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt. Directed by Joseph D.
Batcheller. Musical direction by Henry J. Wing. Johnson Theater:_,
Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Admission $1.

DURH AM
-UNITARIA N UNIV ERSA L/ST FELL OWSH IP

TUESDAY , October 4

IF YOU:

-believe in individual freedom of religious belief and in reason and responsibil ity
-believe that tru!h is a growing, not a finished thing
-want to befree _to wonder abeut--eve n doubt--the existence of God, the effectivene ss of prayer,
the value of the Bible, the possibility of immortalit y, yet still be religious
-look not to a perfect heaven, but toward a good earth

Than Unitarian Universa lism will be responsiv e to your needs. Join us at any of
our ·upcomin g Sunday programs:
Oct. 2: Meditation ._ and spiritual well-being
- Oct_. 9: China after Mao
Oct. 16: United Nations
Oct. 23: Reminders of the past
·oct. ~O: Genetic engineering

C•

ir.

Begins Septem ber 26, : 1983 M 011. IO _am _- 2 _pm
Tues-Fr i. 11 am - 3 pm
Staffed by a Itegiste red Nurse.
Stop in Health Se.rvices Lower Level.
All services are covered by Health Fee.

wishes to announce the opening of he-r office
October l, 1983
for the

1__

1

General Practice of Law

.

1
,:.- 1-

·

_

-

17-4 Madbury Road
purham, NH 03824
(6~3-> 868-1104 _

_

. · ,
_· · , ,-

I
~

~

~

I~

~1

~l

v~~~~~~~~~~~-

4. -

COLD CLINIC

I . Nancy M. Brown
II~I

~""11 1"'~" "111 "'~"" 111" '~~~

~

All talks are aU0:00 at the Fellowship, 20 Madbury Road ~

He alt h
Se rv ice s

WOMEN'S TENNIS: vs. Boston College. Field House Tennis
, Coµrts, 3:30 p.m.
_
· UNIVERSIT-Y THEATRE PREVIEW: · The Fantistiks. Johnson
'T heater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Admission $1.
·
-

-The Loftbed is the ideal
solution for your room's
space or storage probl~ms.
It's perfect for home or
dormitory use - or any- ..
place where you need extra
room but just can't seem ·
to find it.
Your Loftbed comes to
you in a simple knock/
down kit, fashioned from
post and rail Adirondack
Cedar, freestanding and
extremely sturdy. It features
dowel-in- hole construction, which means no
measuring, sawing or drilling.
_
There are no complicated plans 9r engineeri ng, you need only a
_ham,ner and screwdriver to complete assembly. All other hardware is included, and your Loftbed is easily disassembled for moving or storage.
Just drop in your mattress and springs, af)d anything else you want
underneath ... a desk, dresser, couch, stereo or whatever! Don't forget
your Loftbed can be easily resold at a later date, to recover part of
your investment.

A .REAL BAR GAI N AT .$950°
_

PLUS FREIGHT

• 72" Mattress top to floor, lnte-rior open space 78" x 42" x 66" High Spring n~t dimensions 39" x 78", Bedstead post 80" x 4" Diameter

•
•
•
•
•

Dual Reversible climbing rungs
Twin loftbeds cannot be made in a practical kit
Give phone number for delivery instructions
120 lbs. Motor. Freight - Call
for estimate charges
For further information write or call:
(Freight added F.O.B.
WILLSB
ORO WOOD PROOOCTS
Willsboro, N.Y.)
. MAKERS OF FINE ADIRONDAC K CEDAR FURNITURE
• New York Residents add 7%
BOX 336 • WILLSBORO, NEW YORK 12996
• Visa/MasterCard with
CALl. TOLL FREE 1-800-342-3373
freight prepaid
IN NEW YORK CALL 1-518-963-8623
• Checks acce~ted
w/freight collect
DEALER OR CAMPUS REP OPPORTUNITIES
. CALL 1-617-338-0241
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IDTICES

(continued _from _page 2) .
,

.

ACADEMIC

GENERAL

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF
VETERINARY MEDICINE APPLICATIONS:
Applications for New Hampshire residents
available at Vetemary Diagnostic Laboratory,
Room 319, Kendall Hall, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 862·
2726 for more informa.tion.

ZIPPER OPEN GOLF TOURNEY: Sponsored
by Eaton House Country Club. Bring your club.
Using wiffle ball gplf balls to avoid breaking ·
windows. Saturday, October I, Mini-Dorms,
Noon. Refreshments served.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

MUB PUB: Sponsored by MUSO. All night long.
Playing your requests with a chance to win records,
posters and more. Look for posters or drop 3 x 5
card witkyour name and requests off at Room 126,
Memorial Union to get in on the winning .

DJ'S DAVE CHASE ANDJEFFLONGINTHE

SYNCHRON"IZED SWIMMING CLUB:
Meeting for old and new members. Monday,
.October 3, UNH Pool, 7:30 p.m. Swimming time is .
Monday, 8 to 9:30 p.m., Thursday, 8 to9 p.m. Call
Rec Sports 862-2031 for more information.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Masculine-Feminine".
MEN'S INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY: Rosters
Sunday, October 2, Strafford Room, Memorial
due for Men's Intramural Undergraduate Ice
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $I.
Hockey League, Monday, October 3 at Sports
LECTURE: "WOMEN, AUTOBIOGRAPHY,
Managers Meeting in Senate/ Merimack Room,
AND THE NOVEL." Marie-Cardinal, author of
Memorial Uninn or in Room 151, Field House.
"The Words to Say lt"and other French works will
Games begin week of October I0. Call 862-2031
pre~ent lecture. Monday, October 3, For~m
for more information .
Room, Library, 4 p.m. French and Italian
MEETING:
OFFICIALS
INTRAMURAL
Department is main sponsor. Reception to b~ held
. Department of Recreational Sports needs
afterward in Office of Dean of College of Liberal
intramural basketball and ice hockey officials. Pay
Arts, Murk.land. Lecture will_be in E~&l\~h. _
rate is $3.75_per game. Will train. Meeting for those
interested, Wednesday, October 5, Conference
UNIVERSITY THEATER AUDITIONS: Open
Room Field House, 3:30 p.m. Contact Scott
to aH UNH students. Auditions for "Sister Mary
Burrill or Ann Richie at 862~20H, -Room 151;
Ignatius .. . " a·nd "The Indian Wants The Bronx",
Field House for more -information.
Monday, October 3; and Tuesday, October 4, ·
FIGURE . SKATING CLUB ORGANIZAJohnson Theater, Paul Arts, 5 to 7 p.m. Materials
TIONAL MEETING: Wednesday, October 5,
ava.ilable in Room M-211 PCAC, beginning Sept.
Grafton Room Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
26.
RUNNING BROCHURES: Department of.
Recreational sports has published a running · FALL / SPRING SPEAKERS SERIES ON
brochure detailing popular running routes .around
TOPICS IN FOREIGN LITERATURE AND
UN.H area. Copies in Room 151, -Field House. _ LANGUAGES: Sponsored by Murkland
Club/ Dept. of Spanish and Classics·. Professor
CAREER
Philip D. Rasico, "Dialectal Evidence for the
Origin of Bern at Desclot's Cronica (MS486),
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored _by
Biblioteca de Catalaunya ". Monday, October 3,
Career Planning and Placement. For students who
Forum Room, Library, 7:30 to 9 p.m:
find ·it difficult to schedule regular appointments.
Monday, October 3, Balcony Table, Memorial
PEACE VIGIL ON NUCLEAR ARMS:
,
Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Sponsored by Campus Ministry. University
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
Chaplains will lead short prayer service to express
by Career Planning and Placement. Lecture and
concern over nuclear arms race. Tuesday, October
.. discussion sessions devoted to written job_-getting . 4, Lawn, Thompson Hall; 12: 10 to 12:30 p.m. Call
. communication techniques, resumes', cover letters,
Campus Ministrr,~62-1165 for more information.
etc. Tuesday, October_4, Forum Room, Library,
· Noon.
FRENCH FILM-"LES CAM ISAR DS''':".' ;-:_
MATCHING YOUR SKILLS AND ABILITIES
(
Sponsored by Fr~nch / Italian Department. Frend1
TO MAJORS AND CAREE~S~ Sponsored by . • film :wilh Englis~ subtitles. Brief introductory
Career Planning and Placement. Wednesday,
lecture, including backgrn,und information on
October 5, Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 6 to
film. • Wednesday, October 5, Room 110,
·
7:30 p.m. ·
Murk-land, 2 and 7 p.m. Admiss-ion $ I at door.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

PROTESTANT STUDENT GATHERING
MEETING: · Open to all students and faculty ·
interested in fellowship and fun. Thursday,
October 6, Forum Room, Library, 7 p.m.
HEALTH SERVICES

BACK SCHOOL PREVENTATIVE HEALTH
PROGRAMS: Sponsored by Health Se.vices.

Participants .learn anatomy of back and spine,
· basic pathologies of back problems., pos~ure and
body mechanics, gra9ual muscle strengthening
exercises for bacL Groups limited to 10 people.
Must enroll in advance. Begins October 3. For
more. information Gall 862-1530, Laura Clauss.

ALAN SCHALK SIMULTANEOUS CHI:SS ·
EXHIBITION: Sponsored by UNH _Chess <;:-Iub.
Alan Schalk, UNH _graduate and Candidate
Master, will play all chalk;ngers simultaneously.
Open to everyone. Wednesday, Octo?er 5, Rooi:n
53, Hamil.t on Smith, 7 p.m. Donation of $ I 1s
suggested.
PRE-HEALTH

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

. INFORMAITONAL MEETING: Introduction to
update procedures of applying to medical/ dental
and other health related schools, discuss problems,
answer student questions. Christine Abelein,
Department of Navy Scholarship Program, will be
featured. Wednesday, October 5, Carroll Room,
Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.

-

.

a

-

paced wa l k in g was the "is through modest reduction
in calories · and a modest
minimum needed if done four
increase in activity". However,
times a week, according to a
- University News Bureau press Tagliaferro states that exercise
programs can be harmfuJ for
release.
overweight and i nacJiv_e
Tagliaferro · says aerobics , people. He advises consulting a
does more than just · increase
physician before starting any
· the thermic . response. It also
aerobic activity.
burns body fat and stored
Researchers found ~hat
sugars. When body metabolism
to
becomes stimulated, it although our body helps
continues to burn · calories burn some calories, we must
faster · than usual for the also exercise, the press release
said.
following 24 hours.

us

. Tagliaferro said, an increa_se
in weight can be due to a dr:op ·
in activity level. By watch~ng
television instead -of mowmg
the lawn, people usuall~ put o_n
extra . POLI;nds even if the If
eating habits remain the same.

~ . Anyone _who gains we~ght
should not consider crash diets, .
Tagliaferro said. People •~on
l 000 or t ,200 calorie die~s .,
a~tually mah it mor:e difficult
to lose fat", he said. When
restricting calories, the body
lowers the metabolic rate ..
Tagliaferro believes that the
best way to lose extra pounds

"Peo,ple don't get ' fat
overnight", Tagliaferro s_a ys.
Research has found that
regular binging plus inactivity
brings about a quicker increase
in wci.e;ht.

·

·

By__.~-eating one extra cook_ie a
day over the next five years'' the
result _could be an extra 25
p9unds, ~ccording to the press .
.
release.
Tagliafer_ro and UNH
researchers continue to look at
the study to further determine
the effect aerobics have on our
body's. heat l_e vels:.. ·

University Theater
. 1983-84 SEASON PRESENTS

THE"MUSICAL BY TOM JONES AND HARVEY SCHMIDT
DIRECTED BY JOSEPH D. B.ATCHELlff
MUSICAL DIRECTION -BY HENRY.J. WING
JOHNSON THEATER ■ PAUL CREATIVE ARTS CENTER

.

UNIVERSllY-OF NEW HAMPSHIRE ■ 0URHAM
OCTOBER 5-8 AT 8 P.M. ■ OCTOBER 6 AT 2 P.M.
. · PREVIEWS: OCTOBER 3 AND 4 AT 8 P.M.

GENERAL: $5 ■ UNH STUDENT/EMPLOYEE/ALUMNI, AND SENIOR CITIZENS: $4
.PREVIEWS: $1 ■ RESERVATIONS:(603) 862-2290
DINNER THEATER PACKAGE-NEW ENGLANDCENTER RESTAURANT

The New. Hampshire
Notables_
first album!
Album features
selections ranging
from traditional to
· contemporary music
performed in
accapella harmony.

~~
·
. ·. t,P~ d•

~~~~''

"A piece qf UNH to remember, and
keep with you."
"
Karen Scott (far right) teaches horsemanship classes for Thompson Scf:tool students. (Jim Millard
·
photo)

Available· at Town & Campus, UNH Bookstore and the
Newington and Fox Run Malls.
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and even then they have to go at
desigpated times. They know
unless they eat enough food at
dinner, they are going to be
hungry later on. This can lead
to overeating and to a feeling of
being stuffed when you're
through with your meal,"
Clauss said.
The way to avoid overeating
is _ to eat very slowly, said ·
Clauss. She explained that it
takes twenty minutes from the
time you begin eating. until you
actually experience a feeling of
fullness. By eating more slowly
you will be consuming less.
Settling down for an evenjng

Jean Luc Godard's

masculine -.Feminine
7:00 & 9:30
Admission: $1.00
Sunday, October 2nd
Strafford Room

MUB
examines -the ferment of the sixties,
exploring the reactions of Parisian Youth to
violence, political protest, suicide, birth control
and other problems of the Vietnam era . Witty and
perceptive, this film is one of Godard's best.
English subtitles.

of studying a [so help1', to put on

Summer Clearance
-Saving up to 50%

wuo-LLY ·
MACRO _

becomes the high point of your- of fifteen pounds between
day. You spend the days going September _and - Christmas
to class and eating and at night would be about one pound per
you munch out while ,you're week. To gain that much one
studying. And weekends are would have to eat an extra 500
the worst. The beer and junk calories each day. The
food really does it."
equivalent of 500 calories
Karen Bowers, a freshman in would be a chocolate frappe, a
the Liberal Arts program said, quarter pound hamburger with
"I've heard so much about the cheese, or three and a half
freshman fifteen that now I'm twelve ounce cans of beer.
really paranoid about what I
C. Jack Garnett, manager of ·
eat. I've been eating just salads Huddleston Dining Hall said
·and sometimes eggs, but I've that although it is stiH too early
been losing weight. I'm afraid , to determine any eating
of gaining if I just eat patterns in the dining halls, he
normally."
said that students do tend to eat
According to Curwen, it more of the starchy foods such
t::i ke.s

1 , SOO ~~lories to equaJ

as

spaghetti,

lasagna,

and

weight, said __~l?l!SS._ _¥any O!"}e pound of body fat. A gain potatoes.
stucknts alleviate stress by
taking study breaks and ha'\'ing ·
a snack, or eating snacks while
they _study. Clauss suggests _
taking an exercise break rat~er
than a snack break. Excerc1se
not only helps concentration
but it also burns off calories.
Curwen suggests that
students establish an exercise
program where they exercise in
Be Fit. Look Good. With Bonnie Bell
a group 3 to 4 times a week.
Clauss also advises that
The Boston IOK Finals October 10
students use their "SCOOP"
menu and plan their meals
ahead of time, taking calories
into consideration.
Free Gift Bag Containin g Bonnie Bell
Curwen said all students
should take her course if they
Samples
wish to know more about
With
Every
Purchase
Of Six Dollars
nutrition and get a good
background in foods and diet.
Or More Of
Female students generally ·
-Bonnie Bell Products
agreed that it is the night time
snacking that is the main
problem.
. ~
.
Amn Williams, a sophomore
Business major said, .. you slip
into a routine 'Yhere food

Availabl e .at Care Pharmac y

ELEC TRIC AL ENG INEE RS_

The super hot n e w hooklet: "What You Need To Know."

MEC HANI CAL -ENGINEERS

This booklet is the conde~sed and simplified version of the long thesis which as a
work of comprehensive intelligence-analys is has explai ned the '·lJ FO phenomenon."
The extremc.ly serious and important; conclusions from the thesis result in a
;evolutionary adva nce for understanding. in general. Now--for the first time. in this
book let --the full disc losure-or this sensitive information is being made to the public.
The implications from the thesis apply heavily and broadly throughout science. ·
politics. a nd rel igion: and _very -sobering light is cast upon the prospects for nuclear
war. It should be stressed that for the cons ideration not only of education. but for
. t he maintenance of our t~aditional freedoms in t he U.S .. responsible persons need to
become familia r wit h t he materia l in t hi s book let. I (Jo hn Paul· Oswald of
Hampton). as author or the thesis and booklet. ha ve also included some d iscussion-based on my ro~rteen years of local in vestigation--of the UFO-Alien\ survei la nee of
Pease AFB . To obtain the · booklet: ·
Send $:LOO to J .P. Oswald at P.O. Box 652. Hampton. N .H. 03842. or go directly to
Town & Campus. Inc. in Durham . Arrange a free. group meeting with the autho r.
me. simply by writing. or calli~g 926-6395.

CHEM ICAL ENGI_N EERS PHYSICISTS
Judge the patentabili ty of scientific and engineerin g
discoveries made by R & D engineers, inventors
and scientists world-wide as a

··::1::.:•a;a;•~~.a;,•;a;••···"~'....,....,.:a....:a;,.:a;••;a;":a-~•:a;-•1•~1•'11"1''1''1'··~
I!
.....
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UNH BOOKSTORE ~.

a1op 50 RECORD ALBUMSR

a

Most At $6.50 · All At Discount Prices

~
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MANY NEW
GIFT CALENDARS
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'THE ARETAKERS'
- -- - - - -- -- - -- - - - - , - - - - c·

Hewitt Hall
College Road
Durham, N.H.

862111!2141

in Washington,_ D.C.
The Patent and Trademark Office· has
unique career opportuniti es offering
• Challenge and responsibil ity
• Career growth
• Outstandin g career Federal ·Governme nt
service benefits
For more information about your career
as a Patent Examiner contact:

~JC~

Manager, College Relations
Office of Personnel
Patent and Trademark Office
Washington, D.C. 20231

?n~-,
~
~ ~

Call toll-free 800-368-3064
(703) 557-3631 (Collect in VA)

u

T9bitha _King"s New Book

PATENT EXAMINER

~

3.
=~

.._____________________________________

Always
•
Plenty Of ~ree Parking ::.
~

An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f
U.S. Citizenship Required
-
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------------GRANT----------<continued from page- 1)
-Kari-Van offices. All . wood
buildings in that area,
.designated as F block on the
map, "will have to go," DeVito
said.
According to DeVito,
facilities of this type take three
to five years to constuct. But
the accelerated rate at which
the center will be built, with
assurance that quality will not
be corp promised, wou,ld put a ,
completion date between two

and three years from next
spring, DeVito said. DeVito
will employ the architectural
services of both the University
and outside sources.
DeVito described the future
center as containing' '' I00 ,000 .
square feet of floor space" with"
"integrated research laboratories" and "related offices and
support facilities". This
"sophisticate9 space" will be
totally air condition~d to

.PICK YOUR OWN APPLES . .

. ,.

·o,

-~~

-:~,,

·.MATH~s· GARRISON_

ii~ •

-~k.
FAttM

· Durham, N.H.
868-2350
La·ngley_Road.
Mon . . Thurs. 4-6 p.m.
· · •=.._ · Fri., Sat. & Sun. 9 a.m. -_.6 p.m.
·
2½,Mil~ From Rte. 108 Off 'Durnam Point Road
-~----

provide the controlled said "to see it' being done is
environment that modern great." Weinrieb commented
·research requires. Undergrad- on the cramped classroom
. uate work will take place at the space in Kingsbury and the
center, De Vito said, but only at possible relief the center could
provide.
advanced levels.
Jon Witman, a Ph. D .
DeVito feels the future
c·e n t e r. w i 11 ea s e pre s e n i candidate in maring biology,
demands of space for marine felt the research facility would
science and engineering be "great for the University."
facilities , along with becoming Witman regards it as an
a "catalyst" towards a who-le "excellent" addition of UNH's
campus reass_essment of space curre~t-research facilities.
·
utilizati·on.
Peg Brady~Campbell, . a
Students in both the marine student in the division of
science and engineering · continuing education, said
departments are overwhelm- "anything to further the S!udy
ingly receptive to the proposed . ot marine science is important
·
.for the state."
research center.
The Arts building, presently
Brian Hilliard, a junior Civil
Engineering major studying in the way of the constuction
concrete research, said space is . site, will relocate its staff to the
already needed for machines · Service building, according to
De Vito. Be also said the Karicoming into the department.
"It certainly won't go to waste,'' Van offices and nearby storage
·· .
Hilliard said·.
facilities will find new housing
Eric Weinrieb, another · near the Department of Public
junior Civil Engineering major, Works, Leavitt Center.

NEW· SOFTWARE
- URGENTLY :NEEDED!
~TTENTION PROGRAM AUTHORS
Y o ur orig in al p rogram may be
• $1 billi o n softw a re ma r ket.
Lear n a bouf t_h is exc it in g and
un iq u e meth o d o f se l li n g y o ur
w o rk s.

*

No agents

*

No hidden fees

*

No commissions

Write t<?d ay f or free detai l s.

·PROGRAMMSRS' PJfPEUNE.
Dept. D, P.O. BOX 666,

GLE!"OO~t\ ;CA,91740

..

EMT
- - - · ~ · - . l!"c··.-

- ----NationalRegistry--..
----Certification !
~

plus

4 UNH Credits
(Phys Ed 684)
Call now for information on
2nd Semester Registration
868-5681 Before 9 p.m.

G.H. Bass design and quality has made us America's leading shoemaker for over 100 years. Now you
can save 20 to 30% on genuine Bass shoes at the Bass Shoe Factory Outlet near campus. Because
we make our shoes, we are able to market our.. closeouts, surplus and slightly imperfect shoes a·t
great savings thru our Bass Shoe Factory Outlets. You'll save on hundreds of styles for men~ women
·and children. If you want the Bass look get it for less at the Bass Shoe Factory Outlet

SIIOE ·1~\(~l1CHlY OIYl1..E'l'S

"No other shoe
Can hold a candle
To the comforts of ·
A Birkenstock Sandal:'

All Bass® Shoes At The-Bass Shoe Factory Outlet Are Rejects And .G_loseOuts. At Bass,® We Pride Ourselves On Our Quality Standards. The Slightest
Flaw Or Imperfection Makes.Us Reject A Shoe And Pass The Savings On To
You. Your Satisfaction Is Guaranteed.

CONCORD 194 Loudon Road -224-.1332
CONWA Y Hills /GA Shopping Center, Route 16 447-5288
KEENE 403 Winchester Street 352-4353
LACONIA McIntyre Circle, Junction of Routes 3 & _11 524-4774
NASHUA 531 Amherst Street 889-6000
NORTH HAMPTON -North Hampton Factory Outlet Center, Lafayette Rd. Route 1 964-6025

MACRO POLO Inc~
89 Market St. Portsmouth
· open daily til 8:00
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Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
■ You can take free civilian flying lessons
- commissioning program. You could start planning on a career like the
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
men in this ad have. And .also have some great advantages like:
Hyou're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps
■ Earning $100 ~ month during the school year _
undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off
■ As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic
. making more than $17,000 a year
·
training during two six-week summer r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . during
~ionseach
andses.sion
earn more than $1100
■ Juniors earn more than

$1900 dur-

mg one ten-week summer ::i:~~UIIIIIUUU

JJa,n·t moM·e
up quickly?
'4v
·

Maybeyoucanbeoneofus. _'

.

See_your Officer Selection Officer, Capt Flynn when he visits your campus, or call
·
him at (603) ·688-0830.
,' I/
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----------S OVIETS --....-.--- <continued from page I)

Soviets tracked the plane, ten reconnaissance plane that was
Soviet jets were sent up to also in the area that day, he
.
investigate, though all ten may said.
hot have sighted Flight oor,,. ~ Reconnaissance flights are
regular, "predictable to the
,
. Trout said.
A heat-seeking missile, one minute''. . and Soviet radar
· of two fired from one Soviet , watchers know the paths those
. fighter, likely hit an engine on . flights take. Also, the Korean
the Korean airliner and blew and US jets crossed paths 86
off a wing, causing a long spiral miles apart and the two types of
jets look so different on a radar
fall, Trout said.
There's no way the Soviets screen that -trained military
could have confused the personnel could tell the
Korean airliner_ with a US difference.

The incident made clear two
Soviet characteristics; Trout ·
·
·
said:
First, the Soviet system is an
iriflexib-le one: those involved
in the airliner incident got the
authority to shoot and then
they did, without thinking of
possible consequences.
Second, the Soviet Union is
still in a defensive "war-time
footing"; ·they have "no
remorse" about shooting · a
plane that enters their airspace. 1

.
.
---- -·- -· - -.
CROSSWORD
ANSWERS

-• .

La NG ARM IP. Lr ABLE
AR CADI A RANGOON
I T A L I AN I NCE NS E
C H A S E■ D U N G A R E E S
US AN Ci
CAP S■ T RE E B I NGS
A V I A T R I X■ A U R O R A
S ANF RAN~ I S C0 BAY
E S T E E M■ U N I 0 N I Z E
S T 0 R K A S T A■ Y S E R
S T E RNS
CA V A L C A D E ■ I N A P T

-

Ao a RE Rs IP

-

1.

z ARR a

I NERT I A
DE S C E ND

RAT AT AT
E Y E S O ME

■

■

Iii

■

.

. Arbu's
Anniuersaru
· · Sale

l,

To 1n11 handsome man
or 2nd ltoor .Hetzel-mare I SlliP, oaue I oaue, Dan,
Bill I Joe, oaue I Ed, ooua,
Daue I RiCII, AND ESP. uou Pete,

·Roast -Be~f -Sandwich
99¢.

Offer good only
at participating
Arby's.

What .a way to start the day!
Breakfast in bed and flowers to boot.
6:30 isn't THAT early in the morning.

Main St. Durham
and·
--Fox Run ··Mall

But we love you all anyway
Love,,

·•.h

Your Early Morning Sex-Kittens
-2nd Floor girls

Oct0ber
1-15

SUNDAY NI.GHT IN THE MUB PUB IT'S ... ·

STUDENT DJ NIOHT!
· Come see one of your fell ow dassinates play
all the. tunes you love to hear!
.-------~-----~--,
'

■

·
•

I

'

This week:

·Marc Houde

r

II
I

'1-___________,!

SecQnd
·. · ~ming
Main St., Newmarket
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Letters
money for the .Easter Seal Society:
AGR runs a torch 126 miles to
raise money for the Leukemia
society of America and _
fo open
Winter <:arnival. We also help
with the College of LS&A Open
· House.
In addition to their contributions to the · campus and
community , many houses offer
sizable scholarship s as an incentive
for high academic achievemen t.
Greek letter organizatio ns offer
close bonds of friendship different
than those found in dorms. Greek
alumni a·re among · the highest
contributor s of private monetary
support to UN H.
In conclusion, if Ms. O'Mara
bad been better informed about
the positive attributes of
fraternities, she _. would not have
been so quick to make accusations
towards fraternities-.
·
Mark James
Brother of Alpha Gamma Rho

with the outcome of her decision
of AmerlC'a - degraded people .
without the quick-fix bf an
with no self-esteem, self-repect or
abortion, may I suggest that she
morals. , That our country can
does not deserve the responsibili ty
simultaneo usly produce both
of deciding whether another
highly educated, professiona l
To the Editor:
· pers~m should get a -chance to live
people, and the lowly sctim who
Maureen O'Mara ·s letter in last
or not.
worship -no god save Satan, as in
Tuesday's edition of The New
Finally, since I have seen so · the film, is itself a paradox.
Hampshire raised a few hackles on
many articles in The New
. Whilst screaming leudlyrics into
my spine. Regarding her
Hampshire over the past few weeks
a microphone , the singers openly
disparagem ent of the University's
written by students complainin g
flaunt the most notorious symbols
fraternity organizatio ns, Miss
that their "rights" have been
of all time: the Nazi Swastika, a
O'Mara stressed her concern abo.ut
violated, let me put this before you:
leering death's head: . arcane .
the ability of a particular fraternity
that women do no( have an
mockeries of the crucifix; and both ;
to "get organized." and preceeded
inalienable right .to an abortion,
perverse and bizarre markings.
to question the validity of such
and, until you can prove· that a
Clad in a leather suit reminiscent
attempted 'organiza-tio n' by asking
fetus is not a human being, it
of the bestial "S& M" fiasco, they
if "these young men really believe
deserves its inalienable right to !ife.
display their symbols of sin, while
they are members of fraternities
simultaneo udly partaking in
Allan James Bowie
for any higher purpose than
Ditrny:'.>ic111 1t:vt:lrit:s, and speaking
enough!
partying".
and gesticulati ng with utter
-J.A.C.
Next. the bewildered · Miss
vulgarity - vulgarity such as one
O'Mara stated her inability "to
only reads in a lavatory stall. These
take these organizatio ns seriously
same "artists" also confess to
as groups of mature human
ingesting any drug available before
beings'' while they "continue to
their performanc es amply
To
the
Editor:
violate'' basic rules such as the
evidenced . in the filrri by one
L.C.
Brahm's
editorial in performer . grovelling on the
right of others not to be harassed .
To the Editor:
Tuesday's (9 / 27) edition of The ground in · search
It seems Miss O'Mara was
Please allow, me the privilege of
of his own
New Hampshire contains the same microphone .
defending my propaganda Inside
referring to an article in The New
·
old
indefensible
arguments
that
· Abortion against those who
Hampshire describing an incident
The ha.bitations of these people
pro-abortio nists have been using were lit-tie more
To the Editor:
misundersto od my intent, such as
several weeks ago wherein the
than accumulaThis letter is in response to Allen
for years.1-ler first analogy is that tions of detritus
Kappa Sigma fraternity was cited
J.C. Brahm.
and refuse,
James Bowie's "Inside Abortion"
if children are not aborted, they doubtless the refuse
in violation of a University
It is true that my article does not
and garbarge
will
article.
grow
up
to
be
psychopath
ic
"deal with the · facts." However,
regulation.
confiscated by decent people.
The article. · written from the before arriving at my stand on the
killers. Please support this. Miss Scurrying rats and
Readers of Tuesday's New
cockroache s
viewpoint of a freshly-conc eived
Brahm: · there are - 1.5 million lead the scurvy lot
issue, I .have. Rather than listing
Hampshire may have read Jim
to heaps of
abortions performed in the U.S. garbage where rodent,
Freeman's letter to the editor ·zygote, e xh i bi ts a narrow- · the evidence against abortion, the
insect, and
mindedness that "Pro-Lifers " are purpose of the piece was _ to · every- year, and before· abortion human eat side
ironically preceeding that of Miss
by side in some sort
notorious
was
legalized
for.
For
we didn't have all of perverse symbiosis. It is
example, B-9wie encourage people to think about
()'Mara's. In this letter. Mr.
wrote: "Then Dad said he didn't their reasons for not considering
these psychopath ic killers. In fact, incredible to even
Freeman - as president of Kappa
- contemplat e
love Mom enough to marry her an embryo or fetus a human being.
murder and rape and brutal crimes such bestial creatures
Sigma house convincin gly
•being born
(weren't
they
have
ali;-eady?)"
increased
..
since
..
This
1973,
when
defended (not absolved) the
First let me explain that the
of mortal woman; , in a more
quote
assumes
abortion
that
on
all
sex should abortions I af!L.!alking about are
demand was stringent society, behavior sµch as
fraternity, -drew attention to the
sanctioned by the Supreme Court . theirs would constitute
what I call "convenie nce
inaccurac y of writer Dan take place only within marriage.
insanity
Maybe the woman cannot abortions", done not out of
(Roe v. Wade). I wonder who the a:nd justify ,incarceratio
Landrigan's -report of the incident
n in an
afford
psychopath
to
have
ic
a
child
killers
really
expecially
are
._
consideratio n of the survival of the
and also provided us with a more
asylum.
Brahm says that a fetus "does
positive perspective of the Greek · without the support of the father. mother during pregnancy, . but
That these people worship
who
blamed the pregnancy on the because it is rnore convenient for
not constitute a living being." But Satan, or if.not him, then
System and its respective
certainly
woman and then refused tQ; marry the mother to have an abortion
if it is not alive, why is it growing? no decent god, was evidenced
attributes. It is my hope that Jim
by
than to carry the child to term. · If it is not a human being, what their mocking nature, displayed
Freeman's letter was successful in · her (how typical).
Maybe
the
kind
woman
of-being
simply
is
it?
does Brahm says that women "need"
Please tell me. even in one group's name: Catholic
frightening an image fraternities
not wish to bring a child into the ·abortions. but this is more on the
Miss Brahm . Miss Brahm, do you Discipline! Further their
aquire through close-mind ed
total
·
level of a ten-year old who says she . believe that a "being" must be able. disrespect for human_ life turns
generalizat ions such _ as those world.
THE WOMAN HASA RIGHT "needs" a $50 .00 pair of jeans than
to survive, unaided, before it each concert· into an open
illusfrated by Maureen O'Mara.
brawl,
should be granted the right to live? with one drugged savage leaping
As far as questioning whether TO MAKE DECISIO NS the level of actual physical need.
CONCER
If
you
do, then you must admit upon his prey · like some
NING HER OWN
these "young men" believe they are
Second, I am not "forcing
BODY. This fact was not women to have (ic . keep and raise)
that a two year old baby has no anachronis tic cannibal.
organized as brothers of a
The
rignt to life: nor do the old and the climax of the concert
fraternit_y "for any higher purpose mentioned in Bowie's a~ticle .
child_ren they are unable to care
consists of
I'm
so
infirm.
sick
and
If
you
tired
were
of
the"Prostuck
in the performers and spectators spitting
for." In the line "Doesn't someone
than partying". I would be pleased
Life" mentality. They are· not want me?" I was intending to
desert or the ocean or the North upon each other, and
to discover where Miss O'Mara
telling one finds the audacity. let alone "PRO" the life of the woman at all. briefly suggest the often - Pole, you wouldn't last long either. another to copulate. Some of the
Does this mean that you don't have deluded fans even caress
righteousne ss to question their in .fact. they are aga_fnst it! Why overlooke d possibilit y of
and
a right to life in the first place? Of desecrate corpses!
motives for brotherhoo d. I cannot don't "Pro-Lifers " attempt to adoption. Most infants are readily
SOLVE
course
it doesn't. But' you seek to
rather than COM - adopted, and do not become
spea~ for the Kappa Sigma
(Fortunatel y the film did not go
POUN D.thc problem of unwanted "psychopa thic killers." And ' impqse these standards .on unborn into the sexual activity
brothers. but I certainly would not
in these babies. when, as is plain to see, peoples' lifestyles. Gauging
·
adoption does not "ruin" the
appreciate my values belittled in pregnancy_?
from
Instead
your
of.using
standard
their
is
inadequate.
energy
to
· mother's life - just postpone her
Once the rest of their behavior, if the film
such a manner.
develop
the
unborn
a !00% effective method plans for a while ( if that) and force
baby has been formed
Finally. on behalf of myself and
had exposed their probable
a.t conception, another human life promiscuity , the audience would
all. others who donated blood, I of birth control, or promote sex- her to take a more responsible look
has begun and will continue until have become sickened, and
would life to thank the Brothers of education in the schools. "Pro- at it.
would
either a natural or violent death.
the Kappa Sigma fraternity (an Lifers·~ wish to coerce women into
Also, when does a fetus become
have left whilst feeling quite
Abortion
sexual
is
slavery.
a violent death · nauseous.) _
a human being? Brah·m does not
organizatio n Maureen O'Mara
If the law were in "Pro-Lifers " give her opinion. but implies that it
imposed on 1.5 milJion babies per
finds hard to take seriously as a
I do not wish to comdemn a
group of mature human beings)for hands. they would gladly force all is when the child is able to survive year. They are not psychopath ic · person who cares for, or may-dress
killers or lifeless entities. They are "Punk". but certainly one can
their concern. their time and their women to carry to term their independen t of the mother. If this
see
living, growing, HUMANS. Just the disadvantag es of living
effort as volunteer assistants for pregnanc y. regardles s of were correct. then -this point is
a life
circumstanc e. This means that getting closer to conception with · like you .
the Red Cross last week.
which propounds a behavior
Steve Rubeor ' .conducinve to all that is vile, evil
Jennifer Markes even if a woman was raped. "Pro- · our increasing level of medical ,
Lifers" would force her to have technology. Whether a fetus is a
and insatiable in human character.
that baby. This means that even if human being or not should not
Needless to say. I shall think
the woman was pregnant from a depend on the technolog y
twice about becoming a punk(forced) incestu·ous relationship , available or used to support it after
rocker (with a small "p"), a point
they would make her have the - delivery. A look at the manner in ·
well taken from a film which was
baby. This means that even if the which aborfrons are often done
To the Editor:
educably invaluable.
To the Editor:
woman would . die form the will also show the fallacy of this
In response to Maureen
W . Joseph Tremblay
_
I
believe
thoroughl
y
i.n
pregnancy. they would make her belief. Often children are
O'Mara'.s letter in the Tuesday.
becoming
a
well.:.rounde
d person.
give birth .. .etc ...
September 27 issue of The New
· "aborted," alive and kicking'. only
and · part of such a venture
To rne. "Pro-Lifers " are a bunch to be left in a basin with the 0th.er
Hampshire, I am greatly qisturbed
inevitably includes learning "how
o f i n s e n s i t i v e . b a c·k w a rd . womb materials until dead, then
by her attitude towards fraternities
the other half lives". Thus, when I
on this campus. l feel Ms. O'Mar,cr misogynisti c people. I have no discarded. Might I suggest that
tolerance for anyone who wishes to even a nine- month-old "fetus" saw "The Decline of Western
is uninformed or ~he would be
Civilization " being publicized, I
control women's lives: It is bad would die (and have o__ with the
aware of the positive contributio ns
thought I would take the time to
enough that women are underpaid. court's consent) with such
that fraternities as well as
see it. The film, shown last
raped, molested ad beaten every treatment? Or that many early
sororities make to UNH and the
.Thursday night by MUSO. was a
day.
community :
"abortions" can (and have) been
.
documentar y about the Purik
Greek members participated in _ I -can understand •~Pro-Lifer' s" saved by a caring nurse'?
Rock scene in Los Angeles.
concern for potential ·life. but I
the campaign for Distinction
Surprisingly_ enough, I am proCalifornia.
CAN NOT understand their desire, choice. Unfortunate ly, it is noJ the
Phone-a-th on to raise money for
The film inc_luded scenes of iive
a!'d repeated attempts to oppress choice men and women who wish
the .University . Lambda Chi
. concert performanc es.· interviews
womankind .
sponsors a food drive each year for
to engage_ in irresponsibl e sex
with the rock "artists" themselves,
Jillouise Breslauer would 1-ike. I believe that people
the needy ·as well as performing
and with the manager of one
service projects for St. Thomas
have the choice of whether they
group. I was ab!~ to stay for twoMo_re. Sigma Nu helped put new
will engage in sexual activity oi:
thirds of the film, which was quite
seat cushions in the Dimond
not. l_f they do. the risk of
long enough for my (in this case
Library and co"llected used toys for
_ pregnancy i's well known. If a
Victorian) ego to concur with the
the Dover Children's Home at
woman is · not mature enough or
general belief that. such people as
Christmas time. SAE supervised
respo_n sible enough to make the
these Punk Rockers - are the
an all Greek tug-of-war to raise __
choice she can live with, and deal
absol.u te slime ofthe United States

F~ate rnity

To the Editor:
In regard to "Inside Abortion"
in The New Hampshir e's
September 23rd issue: you should
be lucky it's your name on that
piece of garbage and not a picture
of yourself under that •title.
Even though your picture is not ·
there - - I can picture you so
clearly. Allen James Bowie. You
probably have a halo around a
pointy head that sits on a scrawny,
lifele~s body. You probably have
never ha.d to make an intelligent
choice -- this we know because of
this _poor choice of material you
have submitted.
·
·· The d:1Y you were · conceived
your parents weren't drunk

Abort ion

MUSO

Write letters
to

the editor

Bring toMU B

•

room 151.

. - ·-

- ~- -- ---
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Editoi-ial
Dead giVe away
If you want anything these da"ys, you've got
to pay for it.
That wasn't a_lways the case (entirely) with
the Granite, the UNH yearbook. However,
things have chan.ged drastically this year.
Remember in high school when yearbook
staff members would come around to every
homeroom and coiled money from those
people who wanted to order a yearbook? In
that way .the whole cost of publishing the
yearbook was covered.
_
At the beginning of last .year, it was
understood when UNH students payed their
student activity fee (SAF) that $6.14 of that
money would be used tow~rds the publication
of a .yearbook ..But the Granite had a line item
budget of which some students ·might not have
been a·ware. John Davis, the editor of the 1983
Granite, estimated -that $7,500 in revenue ·
could be -brought in by ch-a rging a pick-up fee
for students who received a yearbook.

$11,000. A nice bonus. ·
.
Next year, those underclassmen desiring a
-copy of the 1984 yearbook will have to pay s~x
d·o nars in advance to ordex their yearbook.
Whether students· like it or not it seems th·ey
will be forced to pay that extr~ five dollars if
they want a yearbook. The problem isn't that
-the yearbook isn't worth five ·dollars. It's a
large book with an - expanded color
· photography section, lots of writing. The
publisher even ·chose _it as one of this years ro
sample books for excellence. And for a change,
the book is O'Ut on _time.
Yet students have a right to be a little
disapointed and even upsei that two weeks ·
before the book isto be distributed the cost was
·upped by two dollars. Th~y've already payed
six dollars for it and were planning on having
to pay an additional three.
Well, they had . the_right idea back in high
school and _,it's about time we did it here at
UNH.

The idea was: that smce there are never
,enough books to go around to all students who
have -payed for a book throughSAFfunds, the
few thousand students who did get ·a book
should have to pay for it.
_The initial pick-up fee was set at three
dollars per book. The the Student Activity Fee
Council (SAFC) met Tuesday and agreed with
a Granite proposal to raise that ·pick-up fee to
;.
_
five d·ollars. _
.
Judy White, editor of the 1984 Granite said,
"We need the money. We're going to be in a
hole as it is. If there was a better way to raise
income we'd figure it out.''
Davis budgeted for $7,500 in pick-up fees so
that.amount must be met in order to pay for the
last year's book. However this year's staff is
going to charge each student five dollars for
each of the 2,200 books which will be
distributed s(arting Oct. 3. That · means the
Granite will be drawing in not $7,500, but

'. Letters
.Library

Draft

To the Editor:
.
To the Editor:
As a UNH stude~t (ab-~ve draft
I appreciated the September
registration. age). I firm-it
27th story on the library
unfortunate that UN H ha·s decided
computerization in The New
· Hampshire. However, we are not
changing from a manual
cataloging system, but rather hope
to phase in sometime in the next
year or so an on-line circulation
system. The· library has used a
national on-line cataloging system
, with access now to over 8 million
titles since 1974.
to cooperate with the Reagan
An ori.;line circulation system
administration's deci.sion to
will also permit the development of
withhold federal financial aid from
an on-line public access catalog
students who have not registered
with all the advantages described
for the draft. I would have hoped
in the article. Five years is
that UN H would have followed the
probably a more realistic timelead of University of Minnesota.
frame for this to occur-it requires · Dartmouth College. and · Yale
all our bibliographic records be in
University. among- others, who
machine-readable form.
have found ways of circumventing.
Donald E. Vincent
this unfair law. However. as shown
in your article of September 20,
not even a peep of protest has
issued forth from T-Hall.
Denying financial aid to those
who have failed to register- for
selective service not only
discriminates against males of
To the Editor:
registration age, but also
"The Return of the Students"as
the recent Durham Red Cross discriminates against the poor.
blood drive certainly lent credenci: · In addition. in the case of many
young men who have nol
to the theme!
In a record breaking heat wave. registered. the law violates their
you young Rebel Forces really Constitutional right of freedom of
gave of your ,.. Life Force" to help religion.
By their silence, the UN H
many back to health and
administration seems to be
happiness. _
.
1266 of you came to give of agreeing with the law's contention
that the right to a college education
yourselves and enabled our local
chapter to collect 1086 pints in · should be contingent upon
·willingness to serve in the armed
spite of the weather conditions.
AJI of you-those who _ came- forces under any circumstances or·
being wealthy enough to have no
those who gave . ~nd those who
need for financial aid.
WArked more than justified our
I call upon the University to
p1 '•:- in y0u and were our very own
. repudiate this notion by, at the
ht: .; :_r on a Mission of Mercy!
very least; issuing a formal protest,
We were so. glad to be with ·you
again and see your continued and _if possible . . attempting ·to
arrange other sources of financail
loyalty to us and thos~ we ·serve!
Thank you all for what you mean aid for thos.e ·who. in -g ood
to us and our Blood Se.rvices and _conscience. have been denied
the next time we get together will. federal aid due to their failure to
register for the draft. Using
be around our Christmas tree!
Until then, "May the Life Force financial aid as blackmail is
s~mething I hope my university
be with You!"
will no longer have a part in.
Thomas Lacey
Jarry Sterns

Red Cross

' To th e Editon. '
· "269 more victims of Soviet
· brutality:,.

government t1rst deny. and then there's no thinking inv.olved; look ·
recognize, the presence a·t the -side at Khomeiny ---:--" is that wha,t you
of KAL 007 of spy plane? It seems want? I certainly don't.
obvious that many questions .are
Pascal Molineaux
not answered. What I'm driving at
is, that the-re is no such thing as
- black and wltite as far as good and ·
evil are concerned.
There i_s a lot of gray in between.
This unreasonable article paint~
the_Soviet Union in the blackest of
blacks, and does not bring an To the Editor:
ounce of reasonable proposals,
1 deeply regret your publication
u·s ing -such far-fetch_ed images. as:
of an interchange of letters
nd
th
nd
'' ... society a
e murderers a
between J. Fenton Wheelcake and
rapists ... criminals .and police ... " A M h
d"
h
· ·
Who is the.criminal? The ·Police'? Is
· or pus r~gar mg t e art1st1c
the U.S. the Police in El Salvador? merits · of various photographic
techiques.
.
as it was in Vietnam too? The
Ev
k
h
h •
eryone nows p otogra p y 1s
·, . d
bl f
USSR 1s con emna e, or many not an art
h
· .1·
·f · .
.
d ··
b ·d • , so w y con mue to
o ,ts unwante actions. ut on t pubrsh
th· 1'fff - d.1 1
?
1
youthinktheU.S.istoo?
·
is/ mg ~ogue.
Give it a thought before being
oseph Swift Swall~w
Artist
pushed into extremist point of
views which don't help ANYONE
or ANY worthwhile cause. It's very
easv to be extremist though

I don't know if you've read the
above article posted in front of THall and written by P. Scwartz,
Editor and Publisher of the
· Intellectual Activist. Well~ it
certainly is very actively extremist
and shows very little thought and
intellectual responsibility. asking
for an "immediate break of ALL
diplomatic relations with the
Soviet Union. We should close
ALL its embassi~s and consulates
and deport ALL diplomatic
personnel." Is that all? No! "We
should terminate negotiations on
everything from cultural
exchanges to arms control." Well,
well! That sure is very emphatic!
MAGGIE, McKOWEN. Editor-in-Chief .
-But is it thoughtful? The questions
I ask ,are~ Why? What help wo·uld .
PATTY /\D/\MS. Managing Editor
J/\1',E HOOVER. M:tnaging hlitor ·
Jlll.11-: H/\N/\lJER. News Editor
BETH GFR M/\1'.0. :'\t''-'' Editor .
that do? -Would it promote peace
RI\ Y R_Ol!THIER. Sports Editor
· .IOH!I. Ol ' EU.FITI-:. l·e.ilurc, Fdi1or
and· international understanding?
As a European I can take an
JIM -Mll.1./\RD, P.hoto Editor
objective and neutral point -of
J[I) FVA!\S. Businc,, Managcr
view: yes. the Soviet Union is, and
C/\THFRll'.F S/\lll',l>l-:RS. /\d,crti,ing t<.bnagcr
should be, very strongly
Ste,e· 1.ange1 in
Kl.',in Morse.·
condemrred. Let's make a few facts
Adnrlisini Associales
Reporlers
Mark Ik,(irn,,eilli,·r,
Sue Mnullon
I.inc.la 1.oran·ger
Susan Allen
clear though: we know or should
l'aul M11rri
I auren l'ollaro
Sue McClung
Teresa Ba,nigh1
,\111ie Rohert
l'a,cal -Molinc·au,
Assl_. Business Manaier
William lkd,·r
· know that one does n·ot flirt with a
Bill Pilcher
Fli,a Ru"cll ·
J. Barr, Moth<·,
Booker Bence
paranoiac or a nervous porcupine.
Orculalion Mana,=er
Man Smith
Jean Moorhead
Sue Bolduc
Don s1. ·cicrmain
Pemi,- Whitmitn
Kath, ()'{.'onndl
Marcel Boula_n gcr
The Soviets, or so I thought, had
Circulalion As.~islant ·
.lanicC Woot.b
Andrea Parler
. Jennifer Bump
, made it very clear they would not
Doug Ridge
News Briefs t:ditor
Sandy Pcl_!ur.i
Michelle Champagne
Assistant Circulalion Assist. Brian Couturic-r
Mar\' .Pcnne,
Consuelo Col)grcYe
. tolerate an incursion into their
Greg Flt-ming
Leslie Dale,
Chief Pho1oirapher
Rohin l'etcr~
- airspace. and that they are very
William l'itr,
Copy Readers
Roh Ro"i
Jame Dea1i
Karla llopplcr
I.ab Technkian
Kim Plall
Andrea De, Jardins
nervous. It is part of the trai-ning of
Kath\ Johnson
Cind, 1',>st
.John Litster
· Patt,· Do,·te
a pilot of KAL to avoid Soviet
Do111ia I.a Ru,·
Ellen· l'raul_!ht
Phologr11phers
Bill i>urli°ng
Sue Bolduc ·
1..orna Mili11..·
[)arknc Qualh:r,
Aaron Ferraris
airspace; and to be able to read the
Marie Sc-ch·ll
tylarcd Boulang,·r
Karen Re, nold,
Ken Fish
J:l\ne Sorrell
Mike Rile,
Chantal Bra"er
(ircl_! Flcmmmg
, sentence at the top of the map of
Stc,c Da\'is
Editorial Assistant
Joann Sassone
'Ciwendol\'n Gardner
the area in block capital letters:
Cind, Ad:111),
Rohert Fisher
Swriian Sem1..·raro
Karen Harri,
1-"oruin Edilors
Karen Kent
Bill Smith
Penn\' Haslam
''.YOU INFRINGE 'UPON THIS
Chri, l'au,h
John l.isll'r ·
llarold Young
Eric M. Heath
AIRSPACE AT YOUR OWN
April Lindner
Roh\'n l.ordc·n
Chris Heisenhcrg
Technical Supenisors
Wa\'·ne Make,·hnie
Rohin l'et,·r,
Graphics Mana,=er
Rob Hint1 _
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Ann· Ruhin
· Cami '.\aoa,
Peter Malloran
[)a"ne Hooker
DOWN WITHOUT WAR ·Graphic Assislants
l'~ggy O'!\cil
Typists
Rae Ann Hl>\·t
Dafo Jette ·
Ka l ie Btl\ler
Susan Hl>\\ c..~n
Dorian S1onic
NING." Then why did flight KAL
Chri, Wagner _
(iinm Broadhur,1
.. Kath\· Johnson
. Brend:, B, rne
007 str<!,y 300 miles off course?
K:,tic Cui-rier
Marge· YC:omans
·Julie· lkad,
l\;ancy Kaplan
1.ori FIii, .
I \'Ill! John,on
Production Associales · Barhara Koon11
Korean airlines are known to work
. Penll\ Hasl:1m ·
Sand,· l.aCoulure
J,inicc· Mo4uin
Ulen "-c:a1i11
·e:,roi
Vis.:ich
Dan
Landrigan·
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University Forum
On- abortion ·
By Chris Fauske
· There are a few importanf things
about abortion. One: it is available,
whether or n.ot it is legal. Two: tt
always involves risk~ ~hether or i:io_t it
-is performed in a hospital. Three: It IS a
hot political topic. · ·
These facts alone are enough to
cause anyone approaching the subject
to quake in their shoes. Only the very
sure or the . very brave can state any
· sort of' position_on abortion without
expecting a comeback. Or perhaps, as
Shakespeare said, it is the very.foolish
1
speak out, perhaps bravery and ·
foolishness are one and the same. .
Whatever the case, one thiµg is
clear: abortion has become, for many
people~ a single issue pol'itical subject.
As in the days of isolationalist debate,
there are · those . w_ho will vote for or
again.s t a candidate .purely accor<;Jin~
to his/ hei: attitude towar9s abort10n.
Putting aside the question of
whether or not this is a phenomenon
that 1s harmful to political life . in
America, .and the · consensus · would .
see~ to be that it is, it is, nonetheless
important to look at one perspective
that is often misrepresented or just
ignored.
·.
· ·
Within the abortion debate there is, ·
hard th.ough itmay be to believe, a
middle -ground:. This is the gro~hd
adopted by ·those who do not believe .
abortion t.o be inddensibJe but_who do

·~•0

, ~;;t-\.. ..!"lil-~ -,. ~,:t-.~·J:;."'i

. · -·;

t'.·

feel distraught by a society that can
allow the willful · desfruction of
something with, at least, potential for
life.
Abortion purely as a means of birth
control is a pos.i tion harq to defend in_

away from a tncky snuation. Abortion
abortion simply as an extension of this
on demand provides, by necessity, for
right is an _argument that must
abortion to be available purely as a
. inevitably lead into _dangerous waters.
means of contraception. Making
Perhaps . it · is philosophically
abortion illegal means. that women will
inexcusable to look at the 'slippery
c~owd, onc-e a~ain,_ arou9d _the_ l;>~~k ·-· siope' argument~ but .that is not how
the people in the street think .

-~

..lS

the · case, one·· thing

clear:

abortiorf h·a s become,. fo r mnny people,

ri

· single issue poJitical sub}ect.
.

'::-.

- terms comprehensible to . the .'man in
the street', though a complicated
philosophical defense can be
mustered. · And, as the National
Organization ;:. of _Women knows~ the , .
important thing is how the public
interpret it all.
There are cases that all ·but the ·
·staunchest . ·pro-lifers would agree
justify abortion (if the mother so
desires it)~ but ·it ·is difficult · for the
mass of Americans to believe are"
justified:
_
All of which presents the legislators
with a tricky dilemma, and there is
nothing like a !egi~lator for rum:iing ~

~

• -

-h •

Certain issu~s, abortion probably
-highest amongst them, still ·1end
themselves to the .populist approach.
Right now the boot is firmJy ·on ' the
foot of the pro-life movement, a title
that is, in itself, ~ tribute to the power of that populism.
Aboriioi1- on demand is under '
. attack. lt is losing support because
· there is a general belief among people
on the street that abortion has become ·
a :guise for birth control, and that is a
situation · that · most people will not
condone . .

street operatives.

Apart from the inevita.ble increase
in the number of people dying from
internal hemorraging, this will lead to
Of course politicians run away from
a distinction between t}Jose who can ,.· _tricky issues so nothing may change.
and those who cannot afford to cross.
But you never know.
the Canadian border. There is enough .
of a problem in · trying to decide
whether or not abortions should · be'
Medic-Aid supported.

Chris Fauske is the editor-in-chief of
.

There is ample education on birth The Commuter Advocate.
con.t rol and contraception, and no one · ·
has any excuse for being unaware of
the consequences. T ~ eJ:icourage

•

'

Pro choice is the only choice
By April Lindner

a fetus, as yet a beingwith little feelings
• or intelligence, or to allow the crime or
an unwanted baby, who will, perhaps,
I'm . not a hear:tless · person. I love .
be abused: On the latter case.two lives
babies as much as anybody- perhaps
are at stake, that of the mother and the
more than many. And I believe that
child.
every child should _have the chance to
· Jt is important to ·remember that '
· grow physically and mentally healthy,
. abortion- is not the only option. The
in a nurturing environment, raised by
adoption alternative is well worth .
parents who are · loving and
looking into., and I'm sure, often
supportive. That is why I am propreferable to abortion. However, it
choice.
. should be up to the pregnant woman
It stands to reason that a woman
whether or not she should · take the
who is .mentally unready to care for.a
chance that her baby will be welhaken
baby (a college student perhaps, or a
care of jh ·an adoptive home.
high school age girl) · will .not make a
- -~ - - -- - - -- --:----.:.- good parent. She will, willingly or ·
unwillingly, transfer her feelings of
uncertainty towards her child. She wiJl
be bitter at _being strapped into a
position that ·she 'is not capable of
handling -:-- a 20-year position - - and
the odds.are that she' will take it out on
her child by . physically abusing
him/her. Unfortunately, abused
. children ·often grow up into· abusive:
adults: the problem escalates. ..
_
Obviously, the question is whether
ilquality of life ·is more important than
,life itself: . Is it more of a crime .to aborT

Of course, t.h ose readers. who beHeye
that an unwed mother has sinned and
should .be punished will be disagreeing
vehemently at this point, but I conte.nd
that she is a perso.n too, and that she is
more aware of her particular situation
than anyone else could be. She knows
whether or not she could ·be a good
mother, whether or not she could
financiaJly support a child. She knows
whether _or not she wants to take the
chance that the child might ·be
mistreated in an adoptive home.
It is the mother who must be
allowed to make these crucial
~ -~~~----:--,---------,-.-:---

It must be the u,omen . u,ho ·m,akes ihe
de~~ision .of whether o_r not abortion, is the

decisions. A governmental body made
up largely or men, cannot possibly
understand the subtleties of each
particular .case.
Suppose for a second that a law
against abortion was. passed, with the
exception of particularly traumatic ·
cases involving rape and incest. Would
a woman be expe~ted Jo prove in a
court of law that she had been raped?
Woul~ afifteen year old need to testify
that_her step father had cornered her in
her bedroom? The very idea of such a·
trial is degrading and humiliating~ as
illogical as the comrnonly held belief
\hat a woman who was raped was, in
..sorne way, asking for it. ·
It must be the ·woman who makes
the qecision of whether · or not
abortion is the best alternative.
Ideally. sex ·, education should be.
mandatory in high school, and birth
control .sh<mld be. readily av·a ilable.
Perhaps, iL this were the case, each
woman could make an educated,
carefully though out decision.

best a 'l ternatii,e.

A sideways look at .
.

.

Gary Hart is also eager to stress that
he {s a lilJeral. Now being a liberal is a
noble thing, it has . a historical
rationale, but nowadays it is a position ·
To save him further embarrassment
·
-guaranteed to lose votes.
we will n·ot mention names, but one of
. Hartis nn coward, n.or is he' much of
the candidates running for president
a political idiot and it is this clash of
had a campaign manager eleven years
'interests that is troubling him· more
· -ago who is now a candiL •e for that
and more. Gary Hart is desperate to
same ·position.
'
·· ·
state his case but, increasingly, as_the
That former manager is Gary Hart . · campaign trajl winds on it long and
These days . he is . a seO:ator from
torturous way through the woods of
Colorado, a . reflection . in itself, / New Hampshire and the fields of Iowa
perhaps, of the increasing importance
he. is force-d to down. play his ideas.
of the ·m id-west in political eve!lt~_.

·By Chris F aush~e

• •

Gary -· Hart

Reagan . has done one thing to
Ame·rica_ since moving Hollywood
· east; he has made it impossible to elect
a liberal to national office:: Reagan_is a.
reflection of the new American
-consciousness; a consciousness that
hiis ·moved to the conservati've
spectrum of the scale and where social
compassioOhas come l, lllean halving
rather than eliminating . ,.iod stamps.
The moo-d of the American
elector;,: is one of broad support for
.the ,l it
respomi.bility .that . the '
monetari.st · mentality calls for.

Whatever the posturings of Tip 6'Neil
this is the truth, and .Gary Hart knows
it.
.Hart: is probably the only politician
in America tooay with a credible
chance of reviving the· libei:al drea,m,
but liberalism as philosophy is no
longer a winner. There is a steep hill ·
before the .defenders of a New Society
approach to America but right pow .
Gary : Hart is plummeting backwards
down it with no visible means of
escape.
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- To find out about
: Warren and Roscoe_'s
"Reciprocal Arrang ement"
watch

·I

I

$10.00

BOSTON

~nd Cfhrou h

Depart:
_ Downtow n, Durham
8:45 am
. Bus ~top Market, Dover
9:00 am
Mark~t Square; p 'o rstmouth 9:30 am ·.

,ru1@

.l

I. ~ Student-So':f Opera

Depart Boston 4:00 pm

premie ring Thurs. Oct. 6th
at

noo11

. Purchase tickets at the Kari-Van Office

in the MUB

· Monday-:. rriday 8:00am-5:00pm

·Pick up and discharge points
· ---- -·-- in Boston:

·'

· Museum of Science, Gov't Center
Boston Commons , Museum of Fine Arts.
~
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-EClfff~_.nltVIDEO DEeARTfflENT ' .

OUR ..TOP.20" .ALBUfflS ARE ALWAYS AT SUPER PRICES
·THIS W_EEK'S TOP 20: .
l. · SYNC HRON ICITY
2. THRIL LER
3. · THE WILD HEAR T
4. LA WYER S IN· LOVE
5; PRINC IPLE OF MOME NTS
6: PYRO MANI A
7. - FLASH DANC E
8. ST A YING ALIVE
9. LET'S DANC E
-10. KEEP IT UP · :

·

$5.97
$5.97
· $5.97 ·
$5-.97
$5.97
$5.97
$6.97
$6.97
$5.97
$5.97 _

I
~ I
---- I

· POLIC E
MICH AEL .JACK SON
STEVI E NICKS
JAC_K SON BROW NE ROBE RT PLANT
DEF LEPPA RD
SOUN DTRA CK
SOUN DTRA CK
DAVID BOWIE
LOVER BOY

PLUS (l l-20) KEEP IT UP, REACH THE BEACH, FRONTI ERS, DURAN DURAN ,
SWEET DREAM S ARE MADE OF THIS, AN INNOCE NT MAN, SPEAKI NG IN
TONGU ES, CARGO , METAL HEALTH , KISSING TO BE CLEVER ... ALL AT
.
$5.97 anq 1999 by PRINCE at $7.97.
.

.I
I -

AND OUR REZOUN D CASSET TE COPIER (Copy a 90 minute tape in J minutes),
VIDEO' TAPES TO RENT & BUY, BLANK CASSET TES _IN ALL LENGTH S AND -··
PRICES , AND OTHER ACCESS ORIES!
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·Arts & Features
•
Ice cream popularit y and waists
.
By Rae Ann Hoy.t
Ice cream, that all american
fayorite food of the masses is
enjoyi-ng a surge of popularity
on the UNH campus. Durham
is now the home of four ice
cream speci.alty shops. Dieters
beware. Students at UNH can
now be tempted by Pistachio's,
The -UNH Dairy Bar, The
Bagelry, and The Classic Cone.

flavors. House says that
Pistachio's best selling flavor is
Oreo. She said that the shop
sell between 210-240 gallons of
ice cream a week. Pistachio's
stays _open ·until 11 p.m. and
frequently runs specials.
Mike Wright, an electrical
engineer~ng major, c:g_!llpare~_

PISTACHI O 'S

grow

__ has a larger selection of flavors
cookies."
some of Pistachio's ·flavors.
"The French vanilla is teally - - - - - - - - - - - - than Pistachio's. Picnic
benches outside the station are
DAIRY BAR
buttery," he said. •'The
raspberry sherbert melts in - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - usually filled on warm days by
The UNH Dairy Bar, housed students and university
your mouth, andjust when you
catch the ,f lavor it's gone and in an old train station has that employ~es alike.
you want more. The mint chip old fashioned ice cream parlour -- The Dairy Bar's interior is a
reminds me of the minty flavor look. The Dairy Bar carries delight for train enthusiasts.
you get from _ girl__ _scout___ ~eeks ic~ cream a~_iyell, and---=-- Amidst the plants and marble- - ---- look counters are raiload ·
·
crossing signs, pictµres of old
trains and a framed collection
of old brass buttons. A large
•• Du r ham" ·~ign hii-ng:s on the:

Pista~hio's Sweet Shop is
located in the MU B near the
Granite State room. A tropical
jungle· c;overs Pistachio's w~lls, ,
a · boa constrictor is wrapped
around a tree, and bright pink
and blue- flowers add color to
the mural. Old fashioned ice
cream_parlour chairs and tables
fill the room. It is ·not unusual
to hear the strains of --classical
mus'ic while you're enjoying
your cone, or to become part of
· a discussion of the merits of
Australian Film, or contemporary politics.
Polly House, ·m anager of,
Pi~t3:chio 's said her . shop is
unique.
"How many other places can
you go to in Durham that have
a jungle?" i=,:ouse ~aid.
Pistachio's (eatures the best
priced ice cream in Durham. A_
- small serving _is 50· · cents, a
med'ium serviri.g- is 70 cents and
a large 85 ce nts. Jimmies are
free. Sundaes and frappes are
both $ 1.05 . while a float is 90
cents.
Pistachio's buys their ice
cream from Week's - Dairy
Company and carries an Lisa Letarte and Coleen Phelan enjoy an ice cream cone together. (Dave Arbetter photo)
_alternating variety of 11
effort from more than a decade
of research and three and onehalf years_of writing.

Decade of research
produces .norvel
. historical novel with
By Harold Young
Randy Dominic, 35, a UN}--1 William Barry.
Pvrrhus Venture,
student seeking his doctorate
degree in history, recently two· months ago,
produced a high caliber collaborative, first

The novel, encompassing the
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his friend
released
is their
fictional
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BAGELRY
. The Bagelry Reastaurant in
Wellwood Plaza now features
ice cream from _The Latest
-Scoop in Exeter. The Bagelry
has a cozy atmosphere. Outside
the .shop are tables and a bench.
A jungle of plants hang in -the
window. _Butcher block style
tables fill the spacinus
restaurant, and a collection of
baske-ts decorate the walls. Pop
music plays softly in the
bac~i!~mnd.
ICE CREAM, page 16 .

Happy Hour Series:··

formative years of the
American republic from 175018 I 2 ; is well written,
historic-ally accurate, and ·
engrossing.
ment.
By Consuelo Congreve
Its hero and central
I arrived at 4:00 and there
The Franklin Ballroom in
character, Pyrrhus Venture, is · Dur:ham has a .Happy Hour were about 20 people in the
a slave who, through what Wednesday to Sunday from Franklin. I ordered a - Miller Dominic called ••a fly on the
I :00-6:30 and offers . free from the bartender and took a
wall, first person omniscient
corn ·a nd video enterta_in-:-_~ F_RANKLIN, page 16
outlook ," vividly chronicles .
important events of the period.
Pyrrhus is sold to Maine sea
captain William· Ross and his
exciting odyssey begins. His
-quest for freedom in a strife
ridden world is informative as
well as enjoyable.
During Pyrrhus's journey
~he reader is give1? new insights
into such events as the
destruction of Fai'mouth
. (Portland, Maine), the
Ame r i ca n d·ef eat at the
Penobscot, the slave revolt in
Haiti, and Jefferson's Embargo
and fhe War of 1812.
The cast of characters who
shape Pyrrhus's life are lively
and interesting. Many are
based on actual historical
,
,.
figures.
The scenes which Dominic
and Barry portray in thei r
novel are graphic. They jump
out and grab the reader,
asso_cia ting the reader with
human beings from another _
,
era.
"I felt that histori6al
- · Bartender Mike M cNulty at the Franklin Ball(oom. (Jim
MiUar.d photo). -:
~Y ~ RHUS, page 16

FrankUn Ballroom

Randy Dominic with his book Pyrrhus Venture released two
months ago. He co-wrote the historical novel with William
·
B,arry . (Wayne Makeclinil photo)'
.J....

wall. The Dairy Baris ope-rated
by the Thompson School
program. This restaurant with
the atmosphere of home is open
9:30-5:00 Monday-Saturday
and I :00-5:00 on Sundays. The
Dairy Bar's ice cream is slightly
more expensive than · Pista-chio 's, with prices 'ranging
55,75, and 95 cents a serving.
Junior Kathy Ross enjoys
the Dairy Bar's atmosphere... The customers and the
waitresses are really friendly,"
she said. "You're not hurried
there."

4,',,:-
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·wHE B,W ERZ
battle

01)er

UNH audie n/ce
By Sandy Peguri
watt station compared to the
In recent months. there has 3,000 watt station owned by
been a strong, on-going battle WERZ.
.
between two r~dio stations,
However, WERZ still
WHEB of Portsmouth and · competes with
Boston stations
WERZ of Exeter.
··by keeping them out of this
The competition has been area, according to O'Brien . .
fierce due to a change in
UNH students have mixed
WHEB's format. The change
reactions about th~ two radio
involved a switch from soft
stations.
rock to contemporary hard
"'I think WHEB changed too'
rock. and top-forty music. The
new format also includes fast too soon,'' sophomore
different announcer presenta- Kelly Flanders said. "One day
tion, and shorter news times, they were playing ve,ry mellow
according to Eric ' Marenghi, music and the next day they
were into really hard rock."
WHEB program director.
Htidi
BalH O, ~lso a
. ••I believe that the change
was necessary in order to sophomore at the University
acquire a larger audience," said, .. WERZ always plays the
same songs. the top ten. It's,so
Marenghi said.
monotonous."
Students enjoy happy hour at the Franklin Ballroom. (Jim Millard photo)
"Our old format played to
.. I like WH EB better because
the mostly older UNH
students." said Clifford Taylor, it plays a wider · variety of
general manager of WHEB. · music," sHid another student
"But now our new format will who wished to remain
(continued from page· 15)
strike the median of the UNH anonymous.
students."
Most students said they turn
seat at a small table to watch bar to get your drinks. There walk in on the top level and can
the knob between stations and
The
change
in
format
came
Caddyshack. Everyone else will be waitresses in the winter walk down steps to sit closer to
about because of the low find which one ·is playing the
was already engrossed in the time. The bartender serves lhe screen on stage.
ratings that WHEB was . best song. It doesn't matter to
movie.
drinks quickly form the wealth ·
Everyone was taking 1t easy receiving,
according to WERZ . them which station they listen
The Franklin offers four of bottles behind him.
and enjoying the movie. There
program
·
operations
manager to.
·beers on draught. Draughts
Besides showing movies like was a lot of laughter in a crowd
Jack
O'Brien.
He
claimed
-that
WE RZ ca.rr .ies many
contain 12 ounces of beer, and
Caddvshack, the Franklin also of mostly UNH students, but
they
are
WHEB's'
major
advertisements about UNH
are less expensive than ·. their . shows MTV and soaps. In lull nobody got too rowdy.
competitor.
and the Durham area. ·
eight bottled beers. The mixed periods the disc jockey plays
The Franklin Happy Hour is
drinks range from IO to 12 and records. In · three weeks there a good place to relax after a
"We · were at the top,.
"'It is safe tb assume that our
one half ounces and ·prices vary will be a guitar player in the hard week. You . can forget , especially at UNH and now
. advertising revenues have gone
accordingly. There are also - Franklin from 4:00 to 6:00.
work, drink beer and watch the WHEB is co.ming right after up since ·WHEB changed -their
hotdogs for 50 cents.
· · The Franklin looks big and . latest . between Robert and us," O'Brien said. WHEB format," O'Brien ·.said. "'But,
During Happy Hour you dark inside after walking in Holly on General Hospital.
doesn't see WERZ as their only we have · no . real evidence to
have to go to the copper'topped from the bright sunshine. You ..
back · this up."
obstacle-r-"We are not only competing
It is plain to see that both
WERZ and WHEB are
with
WERZ,
but
with
many
of
·· ·
· · ·
. the Boston affiliated stations," competing for the largest
Marenghi said .
listening audience. So far there
. (continued from page 15)
This · is possible · because is no clear winner. But, the
h-a-v£ --quick service too," : WHEB owns a large 32.000 battle is still being fought .
Servings are plentiful at the oreo cookies.
Bagelry. Small servings cost 75
Senior Kerri Mikolaities Mikolaities said.
cents and larges are one dollar. calls -their ice cream awesome.
The Bagelry also . carries
The restaurant offers a · "My favorites are the chocolate
Haagen-Daz ice cream. Trrey
tempting selection of flavors, M&M, and the mint oreo. They carry a selection of toppings at
chocolate loaded with the carry a lot of different flavors an additional cost of 30 cents
( continued from page 15)
candies, kahlua, amaretto, and there and the price is about each, with jimmies l 5 cents
mint oreo with big chunks of average for Durham. They extra. The Bagelry stay.s open accuracy · was important. It the finished writing.
until 9:00 each night.
increases the plausibility of the
Dominic, though from a
book, it increases the feeling nonliterary background, has ·
that, yes. you're listening to an always considered himself a
CLASSIC CONE
eighteenth or nineteenth writer. As an undergraduate at
Classic Cone ke Cream is century person talking to you," . Dartmouth, he
majored in
located on Main Street in the Dominic said.
· biology.
Town and Campus building.
.. Throughout the book we , .. Writing and making a living
They sell homemade ice cream ·made use of eighteenth and _?re not always synonymous,"
from Annabelle's in Ports- .nineteenth . century diaries. he said ... 1 thought
I'd write on
mouth. Like The Bagelry, travel books, medical books, the side."
Classic Cone sells unusual nautical . handbooks and the
Dominic considers Kenneth
flavors of ice . cream like like, so that we were sure that Roberts
and C.S . . Forrester's
blueberry chip, orange · we were speaking the language Hornblower
series to be his
pineapple, and kahlua chip.
of the period."
major sources of influence.
A steady flow of students
Dominic and Barry, b9th
Dominic and Barry plan to
visit this shop for take out. The natives of ,Portland, Maine, collaborate
on several more
Annabelle's trademark cow inject a g·r eat.sense of that city's books.
They have always had
sign hangs on the rough board . Revolutionary and Federalist · an excellent rapport
with each
· walls. The smiling, blue apron past into Pyrrhus Venture.
other.
clad employees offer samples to
·Becaus_e of its . regional
"When we were younger I'd
thier customers.
appeal, the book has been
Class-ic Cone emplo')'ee selling very well in the Maine pick up the telephone to call
Kristin Noon feels the shop has seacoast area and in New . Randy (Dominic) and he'd
already be on the other end of
a lot to offer customers.
England..
••Everything we have here is
Dominic joked about his the line, without the phone
natural," she sa.id. It's all made collaboration with Barry when even ringing," Barry said.
by hand, even crushing the asked whether he or Barry
Their next novel will be an
cookies and adding them in for played a bigger role in the
adventure and intrigue sto.ry set
the Oreo ice cream. We carry a novel.
·
within · a border dispute
· lot of different flavors which is - - - .. Billy ( Barry) claims that between the United States and
one way we 're special, and we
give free samples," Noon said. he's a Tom Sawyer and he got Canada in 1840 known as the ..Regular flavors at the Classic me to paint his fence, I claim Aroostook War.
Cone cost 1.00 and 1.75. The that I wouldn't let 'him write
Pvrrhus Venture
is
exotic limited · edition flavors because he can't spell,"
o-- ·
pubiished by Atlantic-Little,
Dominic said.
cost 1.25 and 1.95·.
Brown Books. and will soon be
The research and plotting for
Whatever your taste in ice
were a ' available at the UNH
cream there's a restaurant just Pyrrhus Venture
bookstore.
collaboration. but Dominic did
right for you in Durham.

----------FRANKLIN-------

------ --~-- 1c·E CREA M---- ------- -

----P YRR HUS ----

READ ·FEAT URES !!!

Corning in Tuesday 's Feature s
sectionAztec _Tu,o-Ste p at the Stone
Church rei,ieu,
Fanta~t iks .prei,ieu ,

The Clash .c hanges personn_,el

'Til Tuesday at the -MUB Pub
..
rei,iew

,WRITE FEATURES!!!

_H's satisluina.
Sae Johnnu

Room t5.1, mue
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.IT'S THE WEEKEND! ·

University of New Hampshire

celebrit~ Serie~ 1983-84

targe t/

American ~epertory-Theatre presents -

with
The
;,- New
_Harnpshir~

Tbe scbool for Scandal
8 p.m., Saturday, October 15
Johnson -Theater, Paul Arts Center, Durham
General Tickets $8, Faculty & Staff $7
UNH & NH High School Students & Sr. Citizens $6
Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862..:2290
10 a.m.-4 p.m,, Monday-Friday

.

.

.

.(~ondn~ed:,from page 3)_-

------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -1_on

.
GRANIT E ..

: - -- - <~

.

Make somCt hing specia l happe ll
to help you remem ber your ·
flrst weeke nd in Octob er

You -are

PAGE SEVENTEEN

- - ~Stude.nts who want the 1-984
· 'e xcellent samples: -. _
Davis says · that when a yearbook must pay '$6 -riow.
_charge _for the _- }?ook was , Order· forms for next years
_orig i ri a 11 y - d·e ci d e·d on, book w~re distri_\,µted _fo Areal
·everybody's SAF wasred_uced., _ residents and are avai-Jable· in
. "because in the past, only 5000 t-he' _ M-UB. · Senior·s should books were printed, a.no what .sign up to havethei-(poriraits
_happened was thaj all students - ·tc;tken,_and -will not hav.e.to-pay
paic' the full cost of the book, the $6:·The book will be sent to
.
but 110t a:Jl students gq_t them. , them., :.. _·
. Roct< -says next years Granite
So, instead, they put& charge"in
for those people who ·want to -.will only suffer in terms of
quantity (meaning number of
·
pick up the book."
He said the book is the first . pages) not quality, because of
one to come out on time in at the financial problems _facing
·
least 10 years, and only eight of the book. -At the_- Tuesday's SAFC
the last 25 have come out on
meet_ing, .White said her book
time.
The _book has an extensive - will "eat,., the mistakes of the
or-evious years' administrasp~rts ~e,ction with ::ill v::ir,1,;ity
team pictures and records. The ·_ ·lions. Meaning that there won't
Greek section is also large and have a large color section, and
there are interviews with all -the - it: won't be as long.
. Rae Ann Hoyt, senior ·
different deans, vice-presiqen~s
and former president · Evelyn" English major and one oLthe .
·literary editors of the 1983
Handler, said Davis. ·
-The senior section has local. Granite said, "the quality of the
and campus pictures on' each book is outstanding. The
page. It is entered in three · photograph-y is e_xcel_lent,
national publishing contests, there's more color than has ever
including the Columbia Press been used, and there's strong ·
literary work and . a strong
Award.
academic section in the book."
She ·said the book makes up
for a lot of errors of past books,
in which a lot of activities were
neglected. Specifically, she said a lot of sports were left out,·and
that the 1983 book contains
stories on all varsity sports~
men's and women's.
"I'd have to.look at someone
· elses a_n d see if the quality was
better than last years," said
Bruce Stein,- a junior
Entomology major. "I'll pay
the $5 if -it's good.''

THIS WEEKEND 1ft THE fflUB PUB
Friday ·,.

'M. -~

·.S eptem ber 3.0th

BRlnGS YOU ...

Saturd ay,
Octob er 1st

DJ'S DAVE CHASE I
JEFF LONG
'til Tues dayWinners of the WBCN-FM
"Rock & Roll Rumble"
- Admission : Students - $2.00
Public - $3.00
Tickets available (at'the door
Doors open at 8:00
UNH ID / PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED

oon'T MISS THIS GREAT BOSTON BA-nD!

Playing all your requests
and gi~ing you the chance
to win reco_rds, posters
and niu-ch morel
Admission : 50C
Doors open ~t 8:00
UNH ID/PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED

COME HEAR'ALL YOUR REQUESTS!

►

.

.
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--JAC KSON - ·

OIYHCS

(continued from page 3)

GARF IELD

-By JIM DA VIS

- I-IEV,-ODIE.:! I'M TRAPPE.P IN TH£
HEATI NG- VENT. ~ELP ME. OUT!

© 1983 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

SUBUR BAN SUSPE NSE

By DA VE TWPM EY

B.C.

By JOHN NY HART _

absence . Jackson · is currently
on-a speaking tollr and has j ust
returned from Europe .
Although _ Rev . Jack~on is
not a Presidential · candidate,
"active Democrat s are
speculating about it" according
to Professor Robert Craig of
the UNH Political Science
dept.
"It is a political year," stated
Jamie Rock. "We need a policy
oh undeclared Presidential
candidates and political
speakers," she added at the
close · of Tuesday's SAFC
"meeting.
·
Craig said, in a telephone
interview, "We think most
students aren't registered to
vote. T he Democratic Student
Organizatio n was hoping.Jackson would convince
students to register. He had a
civil rights platform that would
have great appeal to the
students."
SAFC a:lso discussed a Soils
Club proposal for $200 which
would allow its members to
attend the Northeast Regional
Collegiate Soil Judging
C o n t_e s t i n M a r y 1a n d .
-oTransportat ion will be covered
by a $400 grant from the Dept.
of Fore st Resources.
Michael Cuofo of the Soils
Club said, -"The competition
wquld create prestige .for the
department and for UNH ."
Jamie Rock said, ••1t is time
for us to say whether or not we
are going to fund student trips
or contests."
The proposal was· tied and
will go to the Senate Sunday
Qight fo i;~dc:pi_s-i-oQ.
..
_,_. .:.

CAMP US

GAME
CENTER
,s;

Field Enterprises, Inc., 198:,

CROS SWOR D PUZZL E
1234567

FREE

BLOO·M COUN TY
By BERK E ~REAT HED

Two Games Friday

l_-5pm

15
17

1DPAY,,Hf, New YOPJ<.11Me6

''fl»lfJ!;()(lY

IN5/57EC11HM Y€ff/F,R{JAY'5
H6APUN6 QUOTlN& PR6S/P0ff
R€.A&AN AS 5AYINfr1Hfrr WOM6N
W€1<€- ''U1Tl£ f?UMPUN5// WAS
A R€SUt..T OF

OI/T1HER€.

GPJNEJ? 8CC~55 1V OVR
5TVIZY Ff/.£ AN/? tviA~ 1H€
.CHANC£5/' SAil? feRPUXEP
COPY €/1!10R JIU. SMfTH.

: CJJMPV1ER PIRACY ..

}' ,1

~.........,,·

59

61
IC) Edwa rd Julius, 19 78

51
ACROSS
56
57
1 --. of the l aw ·
Easi l y bent
59
15 City near Los
. 60
Angel es
16 Cap ital of Burma
61
17 bread
62
18 Burning fragran ce
~

19 Film come di an

Charl ie 20 Re lati ve of j ea ns
22 Fi nancial gra ce
period
24 La rge letters , fo r

short
28 Subject of Kilme r
poem
29 Crosby and cher ry
34 Earhar t., for on e
36 City near Chicago
37 Pac if i c inlet
( 3 wds . )
39 Re gard high ly
40 Create a closed

41
42
43
44
46

s ho p
My th ica l carrier
Th i n Man' s pooch

Bel gi an r iver
S~i p pa rt s
Process i on

:Two Games Sunday
- l-5pm

f!

23 Coach Hank 24 Exami ne s before

On e of -t he- con-

r obbi ng

qu i stadors
Drum sound
Subject of New t on' s
f irst law
At t racti ve
Si nk

25 Pirate' s word
26 Car or horse
27 More to llader ' s
liking
29 Gap: Sp .
30 Litera ry twist
31 0r ap r o 32 Ru b lig ht l y i n
DOWN
pa ss i ng
l Secu l a r
33 Spoke spe rson
2 Prefi x : at ri a ht · 35 "St ar "
angles
36 Kind of flu
3 Sports orga n iz atio n 38 Fe ar less
4 Liquid measure s

(abbr. )
5 Parti ng word

6 Na rrow i nlet
7 Ty pe of oran ge
8 Mark Twain
character
9 Actress Hop e 10 Vi ctim of 57 -Ac r oss
11 Ri pe ni ng agen t

12 St udy , with "up"
13 Emu l ate Cha r lie
Br own
14 Chemical e ndi ngs
21 Kind of abs en ce

Two Games Saturda ·
1-5pm

-FREE

Collegiate CW78-1

Not su i table
Church attendees

FREE

42 " -

_of Honey"

44 "Go away!"
45 As pec ts of
cl ot hi ng
46 Give a darn
47 "An appl e .. "
48 Word in campaign
poste r
49 Pa rse ghi an , et a l.
50 Mot he r of Apo1 lo

52
53
54
55
· 58

Certain fed
Comedi a n Joh nson
School chief (abbr . )
Frog_
Suffix for he r o

CROSSWO RD ANSWE~S, pag~ !O

Nf,V€RJH0.,,£SS,1H/S M0RNIN0
200,000 F€/VI/Nf5T5 p€.[,.1f:J? 1H6
WHt-re HOU5e- Wl1H OV€R A

MIU-ION PUMPUN&S, PROMP71IJC7

1H6 MOetUtATTON Of 1Hf, 101 ~T

AIRBORN€-. 10Nf0Hf, 1H€
NfITION 'S CAPrrAi, ReMAINS
fN 10Tf\i, CHA05.

'

l\weu.

I'P

(3€,

1H€ PR€5/Pf.NT1S

ume {J(IMPLJN

1H€ WONP€R ANYPAY,11 SAIP
OF IT Al-ll r:f/YWS SCHlAFlY
€ARU€R.
D
0

"

~

From •
1-5pm ·~nly
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§ Wouldyou trust your Children ·~

'~ ~IPp
~~

(;

·

.

·

.

.

with" these .. ~these, · um.mm.~.?

~

. EIGato .

PAGE NINETEEN

~

Fridau Night "Tiffi AND SCOTTI!"
starting at a:oo o.m.

·we sure wouldn't!!! t

l u4nd Cfhrou h
· 1ru4t
1
.ll .J1 Student-So':}' Opera

Mexican & American- Food
Hours 11 :30-2:00 lunch
A:30-9:00 dinner ·

-Entertainment Tues. ·t hru Sat.

------'------=----'---~

Phofle

868-969 l

premiering Thurs. Oct. 6th at
12:00 in the MUB
An STVN Project ...

l

l
l

l
1
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hiring, Erickson · said. "'A
Dean of WSBE · Dwight
tightenin g of the belt was Ladd said the curriculu m is not
necessar y through out the sufferin g despite vacant
university , "Erickso n said.
· positions
Two kinds of
One of. the solutions to .the tempor ary faculty have
freeze has been to hire part- alleviat ed some of the
time instructo rs, which is not problems , he said.
always desirable , Chairper son
One is to hire retired faculty
of t-he Frerich and Italian members to teach courses.
Departm ent Barbara Cooper Another is to hire faculty to
said.
teach one . or two courses· in
""We lost' slightly more than their areas of specialty, he said.
half our full-time faculty last
""We almost never use part. ye a r, '' she said. •'To time faculty for basic required
compens ate three full-time courses," Ladd said . "Gradua te
· lecturers were hired and five students may be used under
part-time instructo rs. While supervis ion in economi cs
these· people are excellent courses.
teachers, part-time faculty have
"Sure we would · like to have
drawback s."
more money, but our problem
There is a lack of continuit y · is not · a response to budget
in the "corf' faculty" which crisis or limitation . There is a
causes heavy class burdc;ns ·a nd lack of ptoplt . out there
is demorali zing to faculty, interes ted in. academ ic
Cooper said.
-position s in our fields.
Also if a student meets with a
"We have been trying to fill a
teacher in an introduct ory level positon in our hotel program
course . · and - enjoys the for two years. There are 156
experienc e in ·class the loyalty hotel programs trying to hire
or affection cr:eated can foster a five qualified people.
vocation for .t he language , she
"In business schools across
added. With part-time faculty the country 20 percent of the
this continuit y is affected.
authorize d faculty positions
Otis Spro·uI, dean of are vacant,". Ladd said.
Enginee ring and Physical
-_'"We look at a num~er _of
Sciences, said the departme nt criteria to a)locate funds: the
had lO vacant positions last number ot faculty m the
year and filled six. This year the departme nt, the enrollme nt,
depa~tme nt has at least 15 the 1:umber ~f majors and the
vacancies he said.
special reqmrem ents of the
"We · lost some valuable program ," Palmer said:
opportun ities to hire faculty,"
An?ther problem 1s that
Sproul said. "We could not part-time f~culty d<? _not ~et
make . offers on several mvolved with admm1s~rat1ve
potential candidate s because of du t_i ~ s, _ make cu~ r I cu I a r
the freeze and now we fear we dec1s10ns -or help design ~ew
will not get anyone as good program s, Co<;>p~r sa _1 d.
when we return to the market Therefo re admrn1s trat~ve
ph,ic~/'
-burd~_n s on faculty are heavier.

Beld said part-time lecturers
have to be trained in
departm ent curricul um a
burden for professor s.
"While they are excellent
teachers, they are not the
research scholars like the
tenure trac;k faculty," he said .
· "One also needs professor s
doing research and making
names for themselv es and for
us to make the departme nt a
really good one."

-DEC LINE

· ( contin~e d from page 1)

-

than the l 0,959 enrolled in
1980-8 I. The projecte d
enrollme nt ra,nge for this year is
10,455 to 10,249 students.
"When you put the numbers
into a New England context,
the reduction in enrollme nt
could be from 5 to 8 percent
over the next five years." said
· Eugene Savage, USN H Vice-.
Chancell or and task force
chairm"an. "By doing some
- different things, we can keep
the reduction at a modest
level."
"Also, UNH refers appli·cants who don't _· qualify for
admissio n here· to other
colleges , within the system.
There has been quite a bit of
discussio n · of the referral
system," said Stanwoo d Fish,
director of Admissio ns.
Possible USNH projects to
handle the decline are the
developm ent of ••coopera tive
recruiting programs ,., and a
brochur e represen ting the
USNH, Fish said.
"The Admissio n Council,
made up _of the Directors of

. Admissio n from the USNH
"We have 40 extensive lyschools, may get together and
t rained underg raduate s
work out other solutions ."
interview ing," Fish said-. "Since
Pfans will 'a lso be enacted by
1979, the number of personal
the Adminis trative · Board,
interview s has increased from
made up of the president s of
1800 to 3400. The interview ers
each USNH ca~pus, and
know UNH, they . take
chaired by the Chancell or,
advantag e of the offerings , and
Savage said .
· they give us more credibilit y."
Fish emphasiz ed the tas.k
The task force, appointe d by
force's commit tment to
Interim Chancelo r Richard A.
maintain the quality of a
Morse in October, 1982, made.
USNH educatio n . "Student s
the following recomme ndaexpect · quality, especial ly
tions to the trustees:
·
because educatio n is expen- that the USNH "continu e
sive," he said. "There are more
to strive to improve the quality
students coming to the caqipµs,
of its programs and services."
evaluatin g and discrimin ating
-::that a plan. for;- ·•manage d
the school."
·
reductio n" in USNH be
Accordin g to Fish, .the
develope d.
projected enrollme nt decline
- that as part of the USNH
c o m e s a ·s n o- s u r p r i s e . "mission ", aff"expa nsion of the
. "Everybo dy's very consciou s of · USNH
commitm ent to adult
the decreasin g populatio n of educatio n and training be
high school students, " he said.
pursued. "
"It was clear in the late 70'~ that
-that the USN H's committhere would have to · be
tment "to provide accessibi lity
changes. "
to public higher educatio n for
Among the changes in the
all New Hampshi re citizens" be
• UN H admissio ns office has
reaffirme d.
been "extend ed recruitin g
-that pricing policies "be
activity," Fish said, including
involvem ent in . the Student establish ed at a level that will
Search Program and expan- provide proportio nal revenues
sion of the school visit from alternativ e sources."
The repolt also discusses the
program.
"We have increased the need "to increase public
numver of visits · by UNH awarenes s of the contribut ions
represent atives to high schools and l)eeds of the USNH."
from 130 visits in 1980 to 650
"People don't know what the
this year," Fis.h said. These
Universi
ty contribu tes and
include visits to schools in the
Mid west, some areas in the what its needs are-, " Savage
South, as weli a& the Northeas t. sa.id. "We need to begin
"We look at past history in program·s which makes it·
applicant groups," he said. "We possible for more kids to study
try to take an interest · which in the sy_stem."
may already exist and try to
"'Th e increased need for redevelop and enhance. it."
t rn in in g for the adult
More personal interview s of populat ion ... will be very
applican ts is another change in significan t in the next IO to 12
response to the enrollme nt years," he said. "The role of the
0 " System will also b~~gnifi~
decline.
,,·
_ant.~···
0

SE N IO R S:
SI G N . UP FO R YO UR
YE AR BO OK · PO RT RA IT
·Place

Ro om 125 MU B
MW 12-1; 3:30-4:30

TR 9:30-12;3:30-4:30
p · 12-1

sig n up NO W !!!
De adl ine for sig n-u ps is ·.Oc t.- -7 ·
These portraits are for Decembe r 1983 and May 1984 graduate s ·
There will be no portraits taken Second Semester !
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Apartments for Rent

~

Bedroom available in coes house shared
by students. call Annetta _at 659-6286.
Apt. For Rent- Must sublet my apartment
in Tludor Hall next sembester. Slummer
option. Brand new apartment. great
roommate. large kitchen, 2 sink
bathroom, convenient and close to
everything! I pay $220 everyting included,
but I could negotiate if neccessary. Call
868-1602 adk for Leslye.

l__
,._..____,J~•

Liz, I think I'm the one your looking for. I'm
sensitive, intellectual; athletic and I'd love
to be molded by you. But I'm wondering, if
your so "willing to experiment" then why
didn't you leave a number?? How can I get
a mold ... I mean a hold of you.XXX"

"Will Heather shave her armpits? What is
that growing out of Trent's beard? To.find
the . answer, watch; AND THROUGH IT
ALL. .. "
\

Amy, Hope you have a SCOOPA 19th
Birthday. Love Lynda and Julie.

FOR SALE: 8,000 plus 1984· GRANITE
YEARBOOKS . Price: $6. On campus
students look for subscript-ion forms in
your · mailbox. Off campus students look
for forms at the MUS Info Desk and the
Commuter Center. Deadline for
subscriptions is October 21.
·

The personal that appeared in .- Last
Friday's (9/23) New Hampshire for a
" sexy se_cretary .. ." WAS NOT an ad
submitted by the SAFC chairperson. The
N.H. advertising staff "thought" it would
be.a "Great Practical Joke'-' . We are sorry
if i"t offended anyone.

I- HiIpWanted_}[
m

Christopher J _
. and Patrick A where is the
R.R.$ that you owe us.
Marie_: I'm glad things are picking up. Just
. think, soon we 'll eveo get you out to my
, apartment in Dover.
TODD: If you're reading this , your theory
is right. The only part of th.e paper people
read is the personals.

Sarah and Coll_een -D.o we still t_,-ave a date
this weekend? A Sexy Chick ·
Slouch- This is it the big 2-0. Now that
Dip-you huss! Black to red in one quick
ATTENTION WOMEN: Would you like to·
you 're legal, you c_an check out hose ·· s_w_e_e-'p---------------,go hiking at Pawtuckaway State Park this
weekend? Pawtuckaway is nearby and
MYSTERIOUS downtown bars. Love ya
Peanuts-Having trouble studying? Better '
has a lovely lake and srnall mountain. If
things to think about? Go for it! Have a
lot's, BJ, Wench, L'il Woman and Spunky.
are
a
healthy
outdoors
type,
please
you
Lisa,
Ray
and·Barb-You
're
SuperWhat
good
time dancing and drinking this
Wanted: Technicians to help with set up
,call Tim at 862-2714 or 659-3237.
more Can-I say??! I really appreciate myBweekend; I'll keep an eye out for him .
and take down of bands in the MUS PUB.
Day celebration, the food was fantastic,
.No experience needed but preferred. · Commuters : Army reservist is looking for
the company even better. (Yes, that
Zipperhead-Could you go for a frappethis
Must be w.ork study though. Contact Tom
someone who com·mutes from the
includes you too, Christen and Sandy).
weekend or like does you r toe hurt.
Anderson at MUSO. Rm . 148 ·or pick -up · Manchester NH area . I need
Montreal was beautiful, and I'll travel
Cathy -I don't know how you study with
an application in the office.
·
transportation to Manct,ester on Monday
With you anytime, a,nywhere. We better
Jen around-what a hussette! Hope you
evenings and return to UNH on Tuesday
get moving on our next trip, though! Avec
see Joe at Pl .mouth! Go wild!
mornings. I am more than willing to share
L 'amou r TouJou r, Greg.
Peter a·n d ban -Beware! A someone who's
expenses. If you would like to help a
_ _Mllc_,._...
__
soldier serve his country,' cal"I 8.6 2-1580
_M&M: H_i Gorgeous! Is San Diego treat ing
still mad her dinner was ruined!
or knock on Englehardt 11 3. Ask for
you well? I hope so: you deserve the BEST!
I'm never home and my memo board is too
Arthur .
How's the weather? I'll bet it's warmer in
For Sale: 8000 · plus _1984 Granite
full to leave a message-now I've heard
CA. One thing's for sure: my bed is a hell
Yearbooks. Price $6. On campus students
Hey weeoomen, you really are gorgeous.
them all! Stop by again! It was fun talking,
of a lot colder without ya! I miss your
look for subscription forms in y·o ur
I'll burn your books, make a sale, and then
listening to your dirty jokes and having _/
fantastic body! Hey! 74 left! October 's ·'
mailbox. Off campus students look for
we can recreate . How about a hike in
you explain them to me! (nothing new) the
almost
·
here!
Yeah!
Love
Forever,
forms at the MUB Info Desk and the
Franconia a night in the Franklin, Channel
Girl who's jokes sound like a fir_st grader.
·Monkey.
Commuter Center. Deadline fo·r
60, and maybe a Reeses.
The · Pesky moose returns after a br ief subscriptions is October 21.
Hi
"K"!
Did
anyone
ever
tell
you
that
you
Wauwa Awlvord: How was your weekend
vacation. The critters and I are joyous at
make a great roommate? Well .. you are
in Washington? Pwease give me a cawl
the s.ight or his sweet antlers.
··
Piqneer 3 way spe~kers. 25 watt min, 160
the best roomie! I can't thank you enough
when
you're
fwee
..
Wet's
gow
downt
own
watt max. 12" woofer. Paid $350 for paid
AEGIS. UNH's literary magazi·ne is
for all you've done these past fewweeks.
for wots of pitchers and pizza at T.P since
1 ½ yrs. ·ago. Will sell for $200 for pair or
looking for a_ditorial consultants .
especially lately! Karen, I don't know if
we bwew it off the fiwst time! I'm ·sure
B.0. Call Chip at 868 - 1267 after 7:00
Introductory meeting Thursday at 7:00.
· you realize it or not but just knowing that
Waman would apwoove! Wobin .
p.m.9/30.
·
room 153 of the MUB.
you were there and willing to listen to me
Steve, Seth (Jeff) 2 and John: We'll go to
helped so so much! Thanks for caring.
For Sale: 1974 Plymouth Satellite
Submit your literary masterpiec'e to
Happy Hour when we get our
Remember, I'm always here for you also,
Sebring Sport model. Green automatic. 2
AEGIS, room ·153 of the·MUB .
MONOGRAMED LEASHES . We' ll have
at anytime and about anything! Lots of
door sedan. 120K miles. Original owner.
more confidence in you if next time there
·Phil and Seth: Nothing like a li.t tle food
Love, Nette P.S. Congratualtions, Ms.
New battery, brakes and starter within
coloring with ydur rum! N0, Seth, you
are NO fire escapes! Julie, Karen, Allison.
1984 Freshman Camp Co-Director! You'll
past year. Would make great second car
can't .have my coat, but if you. want who
be great!
and/or college car. $"500 firm as is. Call
Cathy and Bob, hot and heavy.
was
inside all it takes is a road trip to
Stev~ at 603-964-6842 evening or 603Liz and B.Z. : I sure -an going to miss you
Stud:
Life
isn
't
the
same
without
you
·
Wheaton
...and Phil, I st-ill can 't bel'i!:lve
778-1 020 days.
two
this
weekend.
I
just
want
you
to
know
slamming . away in the top ~unk this
you got into Nick's! (And was able to walk
that you two are the bestest friends in the
Stereo albums & tapes. Over 1100 brand
.semester. We miss you! Your old
ou.) But I'm glad, we had fun. Girls from
world! Who else would listen to my 1001
new, factory sealed. Mostly rock. Ideal for
roommates.
Weston .
problems and stories. Have a super
re-wholesale of flea markets. Selling
Wanted: Technicians to help with set up
·weekend and stay sober for once! Love · JUCIE. here's your personal! Even if-you
$500. 749 -~626.10/7.
and take down of bands in the MUB PUB.
wouldn't go with me "toget my bike. $ee ifl
Ya, Lesl ie
·
Professional · video gear. Commercial
No experience · n~eded but preferred.
ever let you ride it , I hope you 're jealous!
Hey hun', have a great weekend and
VCR, Camera, studio and camera- lights,
Must be 1/YOrk study though . Contact Tom
Love, Carol
_
behave
yoµrself!
Remember
our
little
tripods, unipod. batt. , etc. A11 new. Worth
Anderson at l'y'IUSO Rm. 148 or pick up an
And Katie, here's your's too . Have a good
jogging deal, no cheating as far as food or
$4500. Selling $1850. 749-2626.
application in the office.
weekend. See you Sunday at production.
beer go, but otherwise, do it up! Just
· Pioneer 3 way speakers. 25.watt min, 160
·Happy- Birthday to my newfound frie~d. I
remember: 1-4-3 and I'll miss ya! Love ya' . Hugs and Kisses. Carol
watt max ..12"woofer. Paid S350forpaid,
promise to take you away for a romantic
XO ."Cutsie!_"
Hi Matty, just check ing to see if you·:re
1½ years ago. Will sell for S200forpairor
weekend even if I have to wait until ..Dec.
reading the personals. Carol ,.
Bill H~ppy 8-Day Kiddo! Have a great one!
b. o. ~all Chip_ a_tti !;36§- 1 ~67 .a fter 7
30. I love you .
,, . , -. .
I
wish!!
could
be
here
te
celebrate
but
we
·11
p.m.10/7 ·
·
.
D.oug, thanks for the ride home Tuesday
Nicklin, how are you? Where are yo4? · celebra,t e don 't you-wony abou1 that! I'm . · n ight.If you hadn't, me and Lisa might still
Motorcycle for sale. 1975 Honda ·550
You r ex-roomie has been looking . Leave
gbing
to
get
you
so
wasted
.
when
I
get
be
spacing on Campus to this day. Thanx.
super sport. Clean , good shape, includes . me a note in WSBE mailbox #25. Tara.
back. ·W ell, have a great weekend, you
Carol
accessories. $750 or 8.0. It c_a n be seen at
deserve
it,
you're
terrific.
Love
ya
,
Leslie
I know her!
25 Main St . (Orange Building) Call 868CARWASH!! $1.00!! Sponsored by PHI
Hey favorite Liliputian .. where did you get
5_
2 41.
CHI THETA. the Women's Business
"Can Terry, Ronny & Tucker save the Pi
those succulent lips? Its Friday! Let's
Organization. This Saturday at Gasoline .t"if~
Gamma . Gamma house from being
1971 VW "411" 4 -door : Needs bodywork
celebrate
with
wine,
American
cheese
repossessed?" .
Alley from 10-2. Come on down!!
and .tinkering . $300.00 or best offer. Call
and the mountains. I love you. Me
anytir:ne. 436-9502, ask for Teena or . Yo Counselors . S'up? Well, we retiring
Sara, We need to go on a roadtrip real
Ann B. Thanks for being such a great date.
Apple.
soon. please! NY.
Execs want you r dinerb for the bankwet
if
you
are
in
one
of
those
Sororities!
Even
a.s.a .p so it'll be an awesome classy
1975 Grand Torino. 37,000 .mile orig .
Hi J: The new toothbrush is f ine but you
affair. Please do so pronto, the checks
Craig and Kevin, Beware of mustaches
Excellent conditions in interior and outer.
should change the water . .
,
payable to Sue S. Thanks!
and teeth th~t drag on the floor . Great
351 engine, 8 cylinders, power steering
. Hi Maggie. LuncH on Saturday? ,
•time,
hope
you
don't
get
any
long
letters
and brakes. New brakes, radiator and
"Hey Buttons! Who's the cute new guyor franti_c phone calls. --R .
many other parts. Just passed inspection.
Greg: Thank you. Try USA Today
you've been hanging around with the past
$2000 or best offer. 749 -9213.
few days .. . ? We're c·uri(?US! Cuffy and
To the '.'Sunrise Crew .. . " l·think a repeat
J:Otherwise- everything is really great
She_ri." (For <;ietails, watch · AND
performance is called fro in the ver,y near
and..
·
The most advanced · double cassett~
THROUGH IT ALL, a student soap opera
future!! Hangovers forever-_XO Lee
stereo -:record SHARP GF-7772. 3 way 6
Hey,
Joseph
yes.
you
.
Being
,,,.,,rso busy
premiering on STVN, Thurs. Oct. 6 at
speak, autornatic program locates d_evice,
Happy Belated-£-Day Gail! Good Luck on
as we always are. I probably won't see you
notice reduction syst~m. Multi-AMP 4 . . noon in the MUB.
your final comps! Is tliere a doctor in the
foday, but I hope it is a VERY HAPPY
bands, tap selector· ana ·echo fur,iction. 5
Dea c Freshman Camp Counselors: th!:l
"BIRTHDAY anyway. I hope ·your exams
house? Looking fo_rward to a great 84!
month old. $500 or b.o. 749-9213.9/27.
Banquet is October Fourteenth, ·one
Fourteen Flipping Fools
1JVent well. and . thar you don't get ,,,,,
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
and
Eightyannihilat ed l;Jy your celel;)rating!. Much
Please come to see a collection of hand
Hey Cavan·a ugh, Get better soo.n ! We
· rriade sweaters. 100% ' wool. You can ·· Three (the year of). That is a Friday night;
love (and a little exasperatipn). Gonzales.
Miss you on the Balcony!!!
·
7:00 p.m:, with a pre-payment of 10
order any size, color and design. Tel: 868(p .s. Now you know • that even and
bucks, by 10/ 5. J .W .'s birthday. YAHOO!
"Send a senior to Nationals" The
En_g ineer can learn something from
5236. ZARIN . Only Sat. Sun. 1st and 2nd
campaig n that's sweeping the balcony. If
Shakespeare!)
Oct . 8 & 9 of Oct.
"Hi. Wendell and Warren!!"
everybody keeps working as hard as they
For Sale: 1972 · Kawasak i 52 350 with
"Will Tere·sa 'hook' Peter? Why is Holly
are now we'll be flipping in LA. before we
PARTS BIKE. Needs . some work . Need
feeling queazy and faint? Will Terry
know it. Looking good ... can fell the
money: no reasonable offer refused. Call
discover Buttons· infidelity? For the
California Sun already!
Dave in 118 868-9678.
answers to these and ·other questions,
Gloria- - WHat will be will be mayber hows
tune
in
to
AND
THROUGH
IT
ALL,
at
noon
Jensen Triax 6 x 9 speakers. 1 yr. old,
that for decisiveness! Just remember you
on Thurs. Oct . 6th, MUB."
excellent condition. $75 for the pair. 659have good friends. Love you Kittea, Judi
3185 ask for Bob.
·
FRIENDS .. .THE NEXT BEST THING TO
KAHLUA
ICE
CREAM
and
THANKS
to
all
6th Floor Stoke xxx Road Trippers: Kitter
For Sale: Garrison Wood Stove. Airtight.
of you: Barb, Brenda, Grech & C.B. For 1st
Maine I'm coming again Larry 's Horny
Takes 16" logs. Excellent heater $325
shift: Jon, Ken & Heidi . For 2nd
hair I'll call the cops who paid $4.50
firm. 772-2940 eves. 862-2419 .
shift .. .Jeanne & Kathy, for hugs ...Craig,
Puloined Mailbox from 35 MPH zone get . ;
Vital information about "UFOs": booJ<.let
Mark & Dan for the booze which remain s
car off my foot Jenkin s John Harry Ted
condensed from thesis- -sophist icated
untouched, but not for long ... Jenn_y for
Jeff Gregg shall we ride again
intelligence analysis. Ask for WHAT YOU
the personalizeq poster. .. Karen , for
gentlemen? Tonka
,
,'
NEED TO KNOW at Town & Campus, or
"Bob's Women" .:.Eler·a. DeeDee. Gary,
Jeff. Thanks for the best ye.ar of my lif e. Yo ,
send $3.00 to author (John Oswald, f'.0.
Tim. Amy, Doug and Rae, for your smiles
mean more to me than anyone. Hc1ppy
Box- 652, Hampton, ·N.H. 03842). Atrange
and best wishes ... Brenda for ··pink
Anniversary! I love you forever. Lorrinda
free, group meeting with author (write or
a mpagne in 25 min." and for everyone
ch_
_c all 926-6~95 after 6:30 p.m .).
else ... for being yourselves. I haq a-GREAT
I am doing an article on death and dying
B- DAY:.. I don't mind getting old with
and would like to talk to people about their
friends like you to celebrate with .
attitudes towards it. If you have been in a
Thanks!! Bob P. from Hudd ...P.S. Who's
life-or-death .situation, and are willing to ·
·next?talk aboµt it. ' please call Jennie at 6592794 any night after 7_:00 p: m ., or leave a
HILORY 8 . GOOD LUCK ON MCATS
message at the Student Press Office._
SAAP . Repair. ~-Cornpetent:---r,:·e1ndly,
TOMORROW!! I'll BE ROOTING FOR
Confidentiality is guaranteed.
·
inexpensive service by qualified UNH
YOU!! Your roomie and rnadtripbuddy.
student. Tune up, brakes, and clutches a
To
the
guy
with
the
blue
eyes,
and
the
Apt
.
fer
rent:
MUST
sublet
my
apartment
specialty . Call Tom afternoons · or
gorgeous voic•e, who sings at the Cat -Nip;
in Tudor Hall next semester. Summer
evenings at 659 -5132.
we 'r.e watching -you! Even though you
option . Brand new apartment, great
9-5 Secretarial Service. Proffessional
have no friends, you eat chesse and onion
roommate , la r ge kitchen. 2 sink
Typing and word Processing student
potato chips, and you server salami .subs:
bathroom, convenient · and close to
Papers. Resume Service. 18 String
·we
're "excited" to hit Cape-Cod' its the
everything. I pay $2-20 everything
Br idge, Exeter, NH. (603)772-9585.
real thing? By the way, " Have you ever
included but . I could negotiate if
seen
the rain?" We Love You, Eddie and '
necessary.
Call
868
1602
and
ask
for
Fiddle. Banjo, guitar . lessons from
the Cruiser.
·
Leslye.
professional players 65_9 -2658.

s._r:_ou_•_][~

BUY

Brenda, I hope you get cleared soon
because you have a super radio voice.
Maybe we can H'ave a drink sometime?
. Peter

PERSONALS.
$1 per
insertion

I

say hello
to_ your
friends

Come to the
business offic·e
between 10-2
Mon-Fri

:" -

Room 108

·MUB·

$1

0

serval.nd Rapm

II~

For Friday,

Fiddle, Banjo, · guitar lessons
professional player. 659-2658.

frnm

CALLIGRAPHY ... personalized lettering
done for invitations, signs, posters,
stationery, etc. Make a -'Specia.l ized
ke~psake unique for yo u and the
occasion. Contact Holly (after 6 :00 p.m.)
742-9299.

TYPING SERVICE, ;Retired· secret~ry.
· Experienced in all types of papers. Will
correct spelling and grammar . . Prompt
service. Close to campus. Ca.II Anita-8687078. Durham.
Fast. Accurate Typing by an English major
for SOC a page. Need advanced notice.
Call 868-5140; ask for Robin.

. To Jeff C. of Lambda Chi : If you have
somethig to say· about us, why don't you ·
say it to . ciur faces? Think before you
speak. This is the last time we're going to
axe you to stop badly bragging about 2
brightmen . Apologies will be considered.
Please send you resume. Beware: we
intend to get even. Looking forward to qur
next encounter, LL. Bean

Octob er 7
If you are -going near
the ,area, ·p lease call. _
J ane ·a t 749-4{!75 ·

'--- :J..- -- - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- ~ - --

.I

-

-

-

1
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Iowa·-and /.--___,;. .__ __.. ;. . _._ _--,.--_ ___,
·Penn St.
SPORTS SCHEDULE

(continued from page 24)
but the ball squirted out in
front of him. Peter Spiegel was
able to pok~ the re~ound past
th~ recovermg goahe and the
Wildcats, de_spite being
outplayed, had tied the game at
2.
Providence came bac-k from
the halftime break and totally
d~minated the next forty
mmutes. Halfway throug·h the
s~cond ha~f, Farren completed
his h_at tn~k. Breaking down
. the nght side, he lined a shot
just inside the: left post past an

-outstretched Adam Ch(dekel.
It was found out later that
, more damage was done than
the goal itself. 1n diving to
reach Farren's game winning
The UNH field hockey team
shot, Ch-idekers back gave out
and when he will return to the will face national competition
lineup is uncertain. Joe Kenney this weekend as they challenge
finished the game, making five Iowa and Penn State in
saves 1n his first appearanceof Durham.
UNH · will play the third
the season.
rankeg
Iowa at? pm on Friday
Kenney will start in . the
Keene State game and could be Iowa has an 8--0-1 record this
in the net for Tuesday's game in season. The Wildcats will have
Wellesley - versus Div I I I to keep an eye on Iowa's.
attackers Ellen Eagan and
powerhouse Babson College.
Marsha Pancratz. The two
.Next week will find the
Iowa attackers have con, - - - - - - - - - - - - W i l d c a t s on the road for two
important games. There is the tributed to the forty goals
scored thus far.
aforementioned game at
9n Saturday UNH "' · i play
Babson on Tuesday and on
Penn
State at IO · am on
5ELF-PROTECTl . ON
rridcty _ the team trnvcl:s to
Orono to face the Black Bears Memorial Field. Penn State
of Maine. In the most recent has a record of six wins and one
EFFHTIVE
~ polls UNH and Maine were tie and is currently - r~nked
LEGAL
.
.
tied at ninth in the· New seventh in the countrv.
CONVENIENT
.
The number one"' ranked
England Division I rankings.
PRACTICAL
·
Thus the quest continues for a University of Connecticut will
USED EXTENS IVEL V BY POL! CE
record good enough for _ a play Iowa at 2 pm on Saturday
.AND CORRECTIONS OFFICERS
playoff garne. When the team m Durham. U Conn has six
returns to host Holy Cross on wins and one tie record.
the
11th, the season will have Finally on Sunday -Penn State
NO WOMAN
and Iowa will play each other in
taken
a definite path.
SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE
Durham.
SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS INCL~DED
SEND
DEFENDERS AT
$5.00~PLUS $2.00 P&H EA.
MAIL TO:
DEFENDER
Box · B
NEWMARKET, NH 03857
ALPINE: 2 supervisors. full &

play UNH

FRIDAYGolf vs. Bowdoin, M~rrimack at I 2· p.m.
Field Hockey vs._Iowa at 3 p.m.
Volleyball at UMass Invitational
_Men's Cross Country vs .. Providence, UConn,
·URI, Umass
Men's Tennis at ECAC's, Albany, NY

SATURDAY..:_
Women's Tennis at Dartmouth, 11 a.m.
Baseball vs. Southern Maine (DH), 12 noon
Football at UConn, I p.m. _

DEFENDER

Field Hockey vs . Penn State, 11 a.m.

.

Volleyball at U Mass Invitational
Women's Cross · Country at Rutgers Invitational

SC-O REBOA RD
SOCCER-Provi dence 3, UNH 2, Tuesday Sept.
27
.
·
·
·
Keene State I, UNH I, (2 OT), Thursday Sept.. 29

SKI INSTRUCTORS_

FIELD HOCKEY-UNH 2, Bently I

part-time instructors

NAME

----~--- --•
ADD.
-------- --•
CITY

WOMEN'S TENNIS-UNH 8, Umass I

- - - - - - - - - -•

MEN'S TENNIS-UVM 6, UNH 3

NOROIC: 1 Touring Director, .
full & part time instructors

STATE _ _ _ _ _ _.z IP _ __

GUNSTOCK AREA _

6-8 WK DEL\VERY
CLIP AND MAIL ENTIRE Ao-NH

attn: Sharon Workman
. (603)293-4341

UNH FIELD · HOCKEY
.WEEKEND
Wat.c h ·u NH and ·three more
of the · nation's ·· top 1.0 teams
action .
-

3 P.M., FRI.

NOON, SAT.

.

#9 UNH us.#3 IOWA
,UNH us. #7 PENN STATE
1ow1 us. #1 uconN
IOWA us. PENN ·STATE
/

2 P.M., -SAT.

-io A.M., ·svN..,-

-

·3a Main SL
Durham, N.H. -

868~5530
Subs

Pizzas.

Call for_delivery service
·Thursday -Sunday
6~00 p.m. ·to Midnight
/
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Tennis men trip over UVM

SPORTS SHORTS
O'Donnell sets mark
Split end Peter O'Donnel has become the all-time leading
receiver in UN H history. O'Donnel's four catches against
Holy Cross gave him 84, breaking the old record of8 I held by
Dave Loehle.

Olympians vs. UNH
Tickets are now on sale for the exhibition hockey game
between _ the U.S. Hockey team and UNH. The game is
scheduled for ~ovember 16, ~t the John F. Kennedy Rink in
Manchester. Tickets are available from the UNH Athletic
Ticket Office from 9 AM to 5PM.

By Steve Lang~vin ·
UNH traveled to UVM's
indoor courts Tuesday and ran
into a powerful U VM team,
resulting in a 6-3 loss.
"Vermont always has a
strong squad," commented
UNH -coach Bob Berry. "'We
were expectinga tough match."
The singles action saw only
T.J. Hyman and · Dave Hall
come out' victorious for UNH
Hyman played extremely weli
as he won in three sets, 6'-1,26,6-4. While Hall extended his

unbeaten· streak to five, with a"' decision. And the undefeated
straight set . 7-5,6-3 victory. streak of Hassett and Hall
Steve Noble, Shaun Hassett. ended at four, as they lost 6-4,6Dave Palumbo, and Christian 2.
Seibert all lost in straight sets.
UNH(3-2) will travel to
The doubles matches saw Albany St. College to play in
Noble and Hyman play "'their the ECAC's starting today.
best doubles ever" as they Their lineup will have Steve
defeated a strong Vermont Noble playing #I singles, T.J.
duo, 6-4, 7 -6(7-3 ). UN H, Hyman playing #2 singles,
however, which needed to · Dave . Palumbo and Christian
sweep the doubles, couldn't win s ·b
t
·
I
another. Palumbo and Seibert· · et ert piaymg at # doubles
and Shaun Hassett and Dave
played well in the ·first set but Hall combining at #2 doubles.
dropped a tough 7-6(9-7),6-1

"\

MORNING LINE .

Homecoming Race
. i~e UNH depa rtment of Recreational Sports wiJJ sponsor
its sixth annual 10,000 Meter Homecoming Road Race
October 22. ~he race will begin at 9 AM on Main Street
across from the UNH Field House .

' not1us
· t,_ a_
-JO
. b .... .,.·t's
I ts
Writing sports for the
New Hamp shire

;

House
Line
UNH at
UCONN

UCUNN

Boston University at
C_olgate

Pick ·em

by 6

J. Barry
Mothes
(0-0)

Steve ·
Langevin
(11-9)

Greg
Flemming
(12-8)

Ray
Routhier
(13-7)

Old
Grad
110-10l

Leigh
Montville
10-0)

UConn

UNH

UNH

UNH

UNH

UConn

BU .

. BU

Colgate

Colgate

URI at
UMass

UMass
by 1

UMass

URI

UMass

UMass

UMass

UMass

Holy Cross at
Dartmouth

HC
by 13

Dartmouth

HC

Dartmouth

HC

Dartmouth

HC

Delaware
by 7

Delaware

Delaware

Lehigh

Delaware

Delaware

·Delaware

BC
by 10

BC

BC

BC

BC

Temp_le

BC

W Va
by 6

Pittsburgh

W. Va.

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

"Lenigh at
Delaware
Boston College at
Temple
Pittsburgh at
W. Virginia

BU

, Colgate
I

·-

The Old Grad finally did it. He won last week, beating Steve Damish. This week's guest is
Boston Globe columnist Leigh Montville.
--

Fly with the finest.
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a - during the summer. There are no on-campus
Marine· aviator. If you're a college freshman,
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
· sophomore or junior, you 'Could qualify for
the school year.
·
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Seniors.can qualify for the graduate Officer
Program and be guaranteed flight school
Commissioning Program _and attend training
after graduation. All training is conducted
after graduation.

This is an excellent opportunity to prove your- self amongst the best and start
making from $17,000 to $23,000
year. See if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Offi- m
cer Commissioning Programs.

off

a

"See your Marine Corps Officer Representative·
at the Memorial Union Bldg. on Oct.4,5,6 from l0a.m~ to 2p.m. ~,
.

.

flllJvt:~·i~~INI.W"
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Sports
Wom en's tenn is .rem ains unbe aten
By Kathy Johnson
on the U Mass team are sisters
The undefeated women's
of Cornelia Sullivan who plays
tennis team extended their for UNH-. "They are a good .
winning streak to five as they
team, but we just jumped on
beat U Mass, 8-1', in a big win them early."
on Wednesday.
· Chris Stanton and Diana ·
"We played very well ," said
Fischer defeated their
UNH coach Russ .McCmdy,
opponents 17-:5, 7-5, in the #I
"We're playing smarter tennis doubles spot. The #2 doubles
and we're hitting well."
combination of Hilary Branch
Amy Walsh extended her and Wendy Crowe were
personal winning streak to five successful also, winning 6-3,6also as she ,,.-.:-m· her #I single's 1. Lise) Banker and Marney
ma tch 6-0',6-0 l .ee R o binso n • Dean combined in the #3 spot
also won her match in the #2 to complete the UNH sweep .of
spot, 6-1,6-1. Sharon Gibson the doubles matches, 6-0,6-0.
and Shelley White,· #3 and #4
_On Saturday, -the team will
respectively, defeated their be playing what will probably
opponents to maintail) their be the toughest match of the
unbeaten streaks. Ann G. season at . Dartmouth.
Sherer won her match in the #5 Dartmouth's tennis program is
spot 6-1,6-3. UNH's only loss different from UNH's because
came in the #6 singles spot it _ is year round and has
when Kathy Mullen lost 6-3, 6- i n d o o r / o ut d o o r fa c ii i t i es .
0. .
"We're due to have a good
"U fyf ass is always a good match," said McCurdy.. "We
match," said coach McCurdy. have to keep our heads and
He added-that two of the_ girls concentrate on what we do."
Numb!r one singles player Amy Walsh has helped lead the women's tennis team to a 5-0 record.
( Bob Fisher photo)
·
·

Field hock ey i s
9th in the natio n

1:he UNH soccer t_eam had a dismal week. losing to Pro~idence -.and tieing Keene St. 1-1. (John
Litster photo)
.
_
-

Barb - Marois ._ ~!1 a penalty
By Ellen Praught
The UN H women's field · stroke. One of the Bentley
hockey team continued their.. players accidently kicked the
strong sea-son _Wednesday as ball, setting up the penaltyand
they beat Bentley 2-1 and a Wildcat goal. With the lead
extended their record to 6 wins on their side, UNH was able to
and only I lo ss. T hese sett le dow n and starta stronger
impressive statistics have second half.
In the second half, the
ranked the Wildcats 9 th in the
nation. Overall, they pla yed a Wildcats began' their usual
go o d g a m·e . a n d d-i d n 't aggressi·ve play. They became
encounter many · problems ext remel y forceful and were a
constan_t threa t to "the Bentley
from their opposition.
In the , fir-st half, the UNH defen se . . Karen Geromini
defense was a little shakey. (freshman) should be
They were unorganized and commended · on her offensive
didn't seem to be able to settle attack. She successfully kept
down into their usual strong the Wildcat momentum strong.
UN H's powerful second half
style of play. Their running
game simply wasn't being • paid off as they were awarded
utilized to its max\mum many corners. Fortunately,
they were able to take
capacity.
Nevertheless, UNH was able advantage of these penalties
to score one goal during t_he and score another goal. Pauline
first half. The shot was taken _by Collins (freshman) scored off a
good pass by Mary Rogers
(sophomore). The Wildcats
have used the cross-field pass
very well this season and have
received many goals from it. ·
Although the Wildcat~
scoring twi·ce within ten dominated - the second half.
minutes. His first came from a they did have one lapse which
low, hard shot from the right resulted · in the only goal by
wing. 'T he second was an easy Bentley. The opposition had a
header, th~ result of a break corner play and one of their
down in communicati on wings drove the ball, hitting a
UNH player which deflected it
amongst the UN H defense off a
into
the net. The goal was a
direct kick. Once again a dead
controversial one because
ball play hurts the Wildcats .
many Wildcats felt it should
Just 50 seconds - from the
have resulted in . a penaltyhalftime · whistle. UNH was
stroke rather than a goal.
given an indirect kick from the
. Regardless, they were able to
top left of the 18 yard box. ·
finish the game strongly and
Frantically trying 'to get the
felt little pressure by Bentley.
play off, Mike Pilot rolled the
The women's field hockey
ball to Walters who blasted a team has a very important
shot through a wall of Friars.
weekend ahead of them as they
The goalie made a great save
take on Iowa ( Friday) - and
SOCCER. page 22 .
Penn State (Saturday).

Hoot ers ·stum bling , .lose one, tie one
By J. Barry Mothes
" A talented Providence
· College soccer team, paced by a ·
hat trick from John Farren,
handed UNH a damaging 3-2
loss at Lewis Field on Tuesday.
Tuesday's loss put a damper
on both the Wildcats goal of
winning all their home games,
and their chances for a postseason playoff berth . Although
not eliminated from the playoff
picture, it is vital that the
Wildcats win at least 7 or 8 of
their remaining games.
"Overall, we're all pretty
disappointed about the
Providence game. What made
it so bad was that we had
played so well in the U Mass

game. In that game we were
working hard, creating
opportunities, and getting
some good breaks," said Coach
Garber.
When asked why the team
looked so sluggish Garb~r said,
"I really don't ·know what
hap·pened. We just came out
flat. I tried some different
combination but .nothing
seemed to work."
With the exception of the
opening fifteen minutes. and
the. final five, UN H was
standing still, failing to fill open
spaces and make the transition
pass .
He went on to explain,
"'We'r~ no_t the. type of team of

team that 1s going to win games
playing mediocre soccer. We
can't rely on our skills al.one, we
need to go hard out there
something we didn't do o~
Tuesday." ·
Unbelievably, after the first
half hour -of soccer, the
Wildcats had a 1-0 lead. Jamie
Walters was able to control a
bouncing ball. beat the left
back ad flick it over the Friars
goa I ie. Co - Ca pt. Kevin
Reusch, who has played solid
defense all season, broke into
the, scoring column with an
assist on the play.
The last fifteen minutes of
the half were controlled by
Providence; with Farren

